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for more details

Supply Chain Asia is a not-for-profit professional
body dedicated to bringing supply chain and logistics
professionals in Asia together. Our vision is to create
platforms whereby members of the community can come
together to network, share and learn from one another.
Our focus is to enable the development of collaborative
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Supply Chain Asia your community of choice.
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News
Snippets

Kimberly-Clark launches new manufacturing lines at Tuas plant
New manufacturing lines for Huggies baby wipes and diaper pants were launched at
Kimberly-Clark’s Tuas Plant in June.
The multi-million dollar investment brings Kimberly-Clark’s total investment in Singapore
to S$400m. The company first set up its Singapore office in 1981, and then established its
ASEAN office and Asia Pacific headquarters in the country in 2012.
The new manufacturing lines bring in advanced and automated technologies for the
production of Huggies brand baby wipes and diaper pants, which are exported to 11 other
countries in the region, including China and Australia. The Asia Pacific is Kimberly-Clark’s
biggest international region by revenue.

Robot revolution helps Adidas
bring shoemaking back to
Germany

In a note to investors, the bank said the
favourable demographics, strong natural
resource base and strategic location of the
Association of Southeast Asian Nations
(ASEAN) member countries mean they
are attracting a high proportion of China’s
overseas direct investment outflows,
nearly one-third of which goes toward
infrastructure development projects.

In a small factory in Bavaria, Adidas is
about to do something that it has not tried
for three decades: bring shoe production
back to Germany.
After a six-month trial, the world’s second
largest sportswear group has decided to
start a large-scale production next year at
a custom-built, highly-automated facility
near Ansbach. Combined with another
factory to be built in the US, Adidas plans
to produce about one million running
shoes in developed markets within the
next three to five years.
In the past 30 years, when Western
manufacturers
were
busy
shifting
production to emerging economies in an
attempt to cut their labour costs, such a
move would have been unimaginable.
But as wages rise in China, and advances
in robotics allow more tasks to be
automated, there are signs that the tide
may be turning.
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China’s Belt and Road drives
Southeast Asia port development
Southeast Asia’s infrastructure is emerging
as a major beneficiary of China’s Belt and
Road initiative, with Chinese companies
accounting for 17 per cent of infrastructure
investment across the region over the
course of 2015, according to Citibank.

Citibank estimates ASEAN’s infrastructure
needs to be in the order of US$100bn
annually over the course of the coming
10 to 15 years, up to six times historical
levels, with particularly high demand for
the funding of transportation and power
generation infrastructure.
In the case of the former, improving port
infrastructure and hinterland links is widely
seen as central to reducing logistics costs
and increasing the overall competitiveness
of economies, such as Indonesia, the
Philippines, Cambodia and Myanmar,
where ports and hinterland links suffer
from congestion, inefficiencies and poor
productivity.

Supply Chain City™ awarded BCA
Green Mark Platinum
YCH Group, one of Asia Pacific’s leading
integrated end-to-end supply chain
management and logistics partners,
announced that its upcoming flagship
facility, Supply Chain City™, had been
conferred the Building and Construction
Authority’s (BCA) Green Mark Platinum
Award at the BCA Awards 2016 on 26 May
2016.

Is the slowing Asian economy
secular in nature?

Located in the heart of the Jurong
Innovation district, Supply Chain City™
is Asia’s premier supply chain nerve

centre, leveraging the latest in supply
chain innovation, technology, and industry
best practices to inspire and define new
standards for supply chain excellence.
Combining best-in-class warehousing
capabilities with state-of-the-art office and
commercial spaces in a human focused
environment designed to foster social
interaction and collaboration, Supply Chain
City™ is poised to redefine benchmarks in
technology, innovation, and productivity. It
also features the world’s first Fusionaris (a
fusion of an ASRS and ramp-up integrated
solution), laying the foundation to optimise
end-to-end supply chain capabilities.

A gloomy outlook is enveloping the world’s
economies. There are concerns too that
countries are failing to sufficiently focus
on long-term policy responses to reverse
the decline in global growth. Some argue
that the global growth slowdown may be
permanent, highlighting the danger of a
period of chronically low growth, or what
economists term “secular stagnation.”
Yes, developing Asia’s growth is noticeably
slower. In the decade up to 2010, annual
average growth reached 7.6 per cent. Most
recent forecasts project regional growth to
edge down to 5.7 per cent over the next
two years.
However, while the growth has slowed,
it is still robust. At 6.5 per cent annually
over the last five years, it remained the
fastest growing region in the world. By
comparison, developing countries outside
Asia grew 3.4 per cent and advanced
countries only 1.6 per cent annually during
the same period.

SSI Schaefer Weasel® wins the IFOY Award 2016
SSI Schaefer’s Weasel® automated guided vehicle (AGV) has won the International Forklift
of the Year (IFOY) Award 2016 in the “Intralogistics Solutions” category.
The system is being used as an internal fleet solution at NextLevel Logistik® GmbH in
Germany. The Weasel transports bins, cartons and other products of various sizes (up
to 35 kg) between work stations, goods-in, goods-out and the waste disposal areas. An
internal AGV has been created, which in contrast to conventional AGVs, works without the
need for complex sensors or control systems.
Special features of the solution include the automatic RFID bulk reading in the goods-in
zone and the flexibility and scalability of the system. Weasel systems are not rail-mounted
and can therefore be flexibly integrated into existing structures.
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Clothing brands must help ensure
Asia’s garment workers get a living
wage
Global clothing brands must take
responsibility for the millions of workers
in Asia who are poorly paid by suppliers
and ignored by governments, said a
campaigner for higher wages in the
region, ahead of an International Labour
Organization (ILO) conference.

Asia accounts for more than 60 per cent of
the world’s garment production, with the
industry employing more than 15 million
people directly, most of them women.
Workers deserve a living wage because
the minimum wage set by most Asian
countries is inadequate to keep them out
of poverty, said Ms Anannya Bhattacharjee,
a coordinator with the Asia Floor Wage
Alliance (AFWA), a supply chain lobby
group.

Dynafleet is presented to Singapore
companies as the online Transport
Information System for improved
profitability and a better way of
working
Introduced globally in 1994, Dynafleet
has proven to drive real business results
in reducing cost impacts and maximising
efficiency within the distribution sector.
Unpredictable fuel prices, increased
legislation and the availability of good
drivers are all factors which can impact
costs. In an industry with increasingly tight
margins, the smallest influence can have
a big knock-on effect to the bottom line.
With this in mind, the efficiency, reliability
and cost management of business are of
fundamental importance.
Dynafleet is Volvo’s own telematics
system designed to give business owners
insight and control over fleet, business and
total operation. Necessary information for
a deeper understanding of the business
operations and for the company to take
corrective measures to improve efficiency
is a key feature.
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Talent shortage threatens Indonesia’s burgeoning tech sector
Indonesia is currently facing a shortage of skills and talent that threatens to impede the
growth of its promising technology industry.
According to Reuters, Indonesia is poised to take large portion of the potential US$200bn
internet economy in Southeast Asia, a region that will need to attract US$40-50bn in
sectors such as e-commence over the next 10 years to reach the figure – referring to a
report by Google and Singaporean state-fund Temasek.
The recruitment of talented executives is said to be a major hurdle in Indonesia, even as
internet giants like Alibaba and SoftBank are making major investments in start-ups that
were linked to the country. The scarcity stems from the republic’s education system, lack
of experience and lower wages compared to more developed countries, such as the US.
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features
Re-thinking Factory Asia
by Jeff Stryker, Partner, Thailand, Heidrick & Struggles

F

actory Asia is the catchy name given to the concentrated manufacturing and supply chain hub in the Asia Pacific region. For years,
China had the undisputed monopoly of Asia’s manufacturing sector, literally putting its ‘Made in China’ stamp on a vast array of
products. However, other players in Southeast Asia, including Vietnam, Thailand, India, Malaysia and Indonesia, are stepping up their
game to become attractive alternative manufacturing centres.
In the challenging business environment, there are greater demands on supply chain professionals and also increased competition for
supply chain talent. The challenge is finding talent with the ability to work seamlessly across multiple geographies, with the relevant
knowledge, language skills and overseas experience. Staff retention can also be difficult, as star players may have numerous attractive
offers due to the talent shortage.
China – The challenge to stay on top
Due to its low-cost labour, efficient supply chains and relatively lenient regulatory system, China earned itself the title of ‘the world’s
factory’. However, the global financial crisis, rising labour costs and environmental concerns have all contributed to slowing manufacturing
growth in the country, with year-on-year growth of 12.1 per cent in 2010 dropping to about six per cent in 2015. With labour and production
costs on the rise, many businesses have moved their manufacturing bases out of China to Southeast Asia.
Another factor that has affected China’s dominant position in the global supply chain is the stricter regulatory environment amidst the
push to ensure companies are accountable for the quality of their products, standards, and possibly most importantly, the well-being of
their workers and the environment. In tandem with these increased regulations, China’s President Xi Jinping started an anti-corruption
campaign in 2012, with the aim of rooting out corruption in government and businesses.
While worker productivity in China remains high, many supply chain executives are increasingly concerned about geopolitical turmoil, and
are “de-risking their supply chain platforms” by seeking other countries that can offer an attractive manufacturing base. Although Thailand
and Malaysia were often seen as alternatives in Asia Pacific, Vietnam has truly become the darling of supply chain executives looking for
such diversification.
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Vietnam – The supply chain darling of
Southeast Asia
The world’s largest emerging economies
– including Russia, Brazil and China –
have been stumbling. At the same time,
Vietnam’s economic growth was 6.7 per
cent in 2015, making it among the fastest
growing markets globally and one of
the hottest markets in Southeast Asia –
particularly its burgeoning manufacturing
platform.
Vietnam has a young and vibrant workforce
with a strong educational footprint that will
allow the country’s labour force to grow by
more than one million people per year.
This is in stark contrast to other Southeast
Asian countries, which are experiencing
shrinking labour pools. In addition, Vietnam
is part of the Trans-Pacific Partnership, a
US-led trade deal, which is proving quite
attractive for foreign direct investment
(FDI) into Vietnam. The treaty will cut
some 18,000 tariffs in 12 countries,
helping Vietnam increase exports of locally
made products and find new markets.
Exports of manufactured products in
Vietnam will continue to expand, given
that 66 per cent of disbursed FDI in the
first nine months of 2015 was directed into
manufacturing. Yet, although companies
are anticipating double-digit growth for
the foreseeable future, most are aware
that there are still some pitfalls. “Logistics
costs are one of our major concerns. We
just do not get the economy of scale
pricing when shipping products from our
factories out of Vietnam versus China,”
stated a consumer supply chain executive.
“We expect the cost curve to come
down over time, but currently we are
disadvantaged in this key logistics metric.”
The Vietnam supply chain narrative
looks strong going forward. However,
companies are not looking at Vietnam
in a singular vacuum, but rather as part
of an overall Asia Pacific supply chain
diversification strategy that is driven by
their end-customers.

Enhancing the supply chain model
While it is challenging to find top executives
in general, most companies specifically
struggle to find the right people at the
supervisor, manager and director level.
Reasons include organisations not having
a talent pipeline in place, or that more
experienced workers in mature markets
may not be willing to move or may not
be familiar with the work culture in Asia
Pacific.
These days, many search projects are
regional and even global. Companies
have had to compromise – looking for
candidates outside their industry, or easing
requirements for in-country experience
– sometimes sacrificing sector/product
knowledge in favour of cultural fit.
What does the future hold?
The factory of the future will likely look at
centralising supply chain functions, and
limiting the number of locations to areas
where talent supplies are abundant, rather
than having multiple supply chain points
physically close to the factories. This can
help address many of today’s pressing
concerns, including talent, costs and risk
mitigation.
The reality is that it can be hard to find
candidates with the right hard skills to
run a supply chain effectively, and the
soft skills to navigate business in the
Asia Pacific region. However, by being
innovative, organisations can address the
issues and still come out on top.
Next-generation supply chains need to be
agile and responsive, and must be able to
compete in a VUCA (volatile, uncertain,
complex and ambiguous) world. At the
end of the day, talent is at the core – and
to succeed, organisations need to create a
new talent paradigm that aligns with their
corporate strategy.

About the Author
Jeff Stryker is a partner in charge of
Heidrick & Struggles’ Bangkok office,
serving Thailand
and
surrounding
countries. Having worked in the executive
search industry for nearly 14 years,
his practice focuses on the industrial,
manufacturing and supply chain & logistics
sectors. He also works closely with
clients on engagements ranging from
talent assessment to compensation and
benefits.
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e-Commerce Logistics Can Make
or Break e-Commerce Opportunity
by Dr Sascha Hower, Group Chief Operating Officer & Chief Executive Officer, Quantium Solutions

Convergence
logistics

of

e-commerce

and

It is crucial to recognise that e-commerce
is not just about the front end: webstore operations, online marketing, order
management system (OMS), customer
care service. Thinking in terms of the
entire supply chain ecosystem, especially
last mile delivery serving consumers
directly, is critical to securing success in
e-commerce logistics. Postal companies
that want to ride the e-commerce
boom need to become multi-tier postal
and logistics network operators with
a comprehensive suite of end-to-end
e-commerce logistics solutions.
e-Commerce and logistics are converging
to create unique, end-to-end solutions
that run the gamut from enhancing online
shopping experiences for consumers
to providing operational cost savings to
online retailers.
For postal companies, integrating their
existing postal and parcel operations into
the new e-commerce logistics ecosystem
is essential if they are to leapfrog the
competition that is heating up by the day.

O

nline retailers are seeing unprecedented sales. This has postal companies all over
the world setting their sights on this amazing booming global opportunity. Yet, postal
organisations need to do much more than just seize advantage of their extensive
last mile delivery networks. They will need to transform their mindsets, reorganise their
operations, integrate their networks and invest in disruptive technologies – if they are
to turn the industry from sunset (where letter volumes are declining) to sunrise (where
parcel volumes are increasing).
The e-commerce industry continues to grow exponentially with market research firm
eMarketer projecting online purchases to exceed US$3.5tr by 2019, with the Asia Pacific
market growing faster than any other region, at a rate of 35.2 per cent per year. This means
continued increase in parcel volumes, which have been the main driver of postal growth.
The International Post Corporation (IPC) Global Postal Industry Report 2015 shows that for
the first half of last year, average parcel revenues rose 10.5 per cent, double the growth
in the same period in 2014. By contrast, mail revenue growth was stable at 0.2 per cent.
Global parcel growth remains above GDP growth on average but lags behind online retail
growth, which suggests ongoing growth potential for postal companies.
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Postal companies that succeed will be
those that offer the whole value chain of
e-commerce logistics solutions, spanning
web-store development and operations
to global fulfilment, omni-channel order
management, cross-border commerce,
performance marketing, customer care
services,
warehouse
management
system, delivery selection and routing,
and last mile delivery. The performance of
the value chain is like a string of pearls: If
one part of the string is weak and gives
way, all the pearls will fall and scatter.
Transformed postal companies thus offer
retailers and brands with an integrated,
one-stop shop where they can find an
end-to-end solution for their e-commerce
business. They may also pick and choose
modular services to suit their needs.

20 of the 20
Top Logistics

Service Providers
Get Better Results

oracle.com/goto/LSP
or call 1.800.ORACLE.1
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Customer centricity forms the DNA of
e-commerce logistics
The online market place gives consumers
far greater choice of retailers and makes
it easier than ever for them to switch to
a competing retailer if their needs are not
met. Last mile delivery is often the deciding
factor as more consumers expect same- or
next-day delivery, as well as multiple and
convenient pick-up and delivery options for
their e-commerce parcels. e-Commerce
success is dependent on a smooth supply
chain and effective last mile delivery.
Customer experience is key in offering endto-end e-commerce logistics solutions.
Delivering a stellar customer experience
in the B2B4C environment needs to be
embedded in the DNA of any e-commerce
logistics company. Customer expectations
from both the sender and especially
the receipient are much higher in a
competitive e-commerce environment.
Recipients can now readily give feedback
to both the delivery party as well as online
seller. Excellent customer experience is a
key differentiator in e-commerce logistics.
With their extensive network access
and last mile delivery, postal companies
are at a tremendous advantage: they are
already reaching every household around
the world every single day. They are in a
good position to ride the e-commerce
wave because one of the main challenges
in e-commerce is ensuring reliable on
time delivery for every customer. This is
especially challenging in some countries
with complex geography and unevenly
distributed population.
Disruptive technologies are needed to
transform
Beyond existing infrastructure, postal
companies need to leverage technology
to offer effective end-to-end e-commerce
logistics solutions.
The Internet of Things (IoT) is one
disruptive technology that postal and
logistics players can deploy to increase
efficiency as well as deliver consistent,
stellar customer experiences. IoT makes
the tracking of goods and people easier
and more accurate, and can be deployed in
smart parcel lockers as well as automated
warehousing operations.
Smart parcel lockers help ease the last
mile delivery challenge and cater to the
busy lifestyle of today’s consumers. They
allow consumers to collect and return
e-commerce parcels at their convenience,
even enabling them to make payment for
their online purchases.
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Smart parcel lockers also help de-congest
roads, as couriers can drop off more
parcels at one stop as compared to going
to each customer’s house. This boosts
work productivity and reduces our carbon
footprint.
Automation
is
another
disruptive
technology used in e-commerce logistics.
As parcel volumes grow exponentially
with the boom in e-commerce, automated
warehousing operations can greatly
maximise productivity and efficiency. A
fully automated parcel sorting facility –
with sorting, picking, packing, all the way
to shipping and returns management –
integrated with automated warehousing
equipment will enable faster order
fulfilment. Leveraging on automatic data
capture and processing, full track and
trace, as well as automated weighing
capabilities, multi-client e-commerce
logistics warehouses will deliver greater
customer satisfaction by providing them
more accurate delivery timing and cost
estimates.
On top of this, analytics across the whole
value chain are important in helping
e-commerce logistics postal companies
ensure their services are customer centric.
e-Commerce success is dependent on
seamless e-commerce logistics
These are exciting times. The booming
e-commerce industry offers a wealth
of opportunity for traditional postal
businesses to forge a new trajectory
of growth and innovation. Those that
embrace the nexus of e-commerce and
logistics, and transform themselves into
multi-tier postal and logistics operators,
will secure for themselves, not just
relevance, but leadership in the digital age.

About the Author
Dr Hower is responsible for the operational
transformation of SingPost. He leads
the group’s operations in Singapore and
the region, under Quantium Solutions,
the international arm for SingPost’s
e-commerce logistics business that has
presence in more than 10 countries in
the Asia Pacific. Dr Hower oversees the
integration of logistics acquisitions across
the region, including CouriersPlease in
Australia. His focus is to create and further
develop SingPost’s e-commerce logistics
backbone.
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RISE WITH THE RIGHT
AUTOMATION.

Growth presents challenges. But with the right automation, there’s no limit to where your
intralogistics operation can take you. Swisslog offers the widest spectrum of automation solutions;
from tote to pallet based, from goods to person technologies to advanced robotics.
However you grow, grow smart with Swisslog.
Discover more at swisslog.com/GrowSmart
wds.sea@swisslog.com
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Reinventing Asian
Supply Chains
by Jonathan Wright, Asia-Pacific Advisory Center Leader Ernst & Young Advisory Pte. Ltd.;
Kimjin Gan, Asia-Pacific Operating Model Effectiveness Leader, Partner, Advisory, Ernst & Young Advisory Pte. Ltd.;
and Paul Griffiths, Partner, Tax, Asia-Pacific Tax Center Ernst & Young Solutions LLP

T

hirty years ago, setting up an Asian
supply chain was a relatively simple
matter. Many multinationals began
their Asia Pacific adventure by shipping
product from western factories to supply
local agents or distributors and watching
local consumers rush to buy their brands.
Wind forward to 2016 and supply chains
in Asia Pacific have evolved almost beyond
recognition. Volumes and complexity
have increased multi-fold as the region
becomes a source of growth with local
manufacture commonplace.
More than ever, as companies pivot,
they need to weigh a host of options
when deciding how best to serve what
many consider the world’s most exciting
markets. Decisions on assets (i.e., where
to locate plants and warehouses) and
flows (i.e., how to move product around)
have become complex. The challenge is
now to build capabilities in high performing
teams that will execute the strategy in an
increasingly volatile, uncertain, complex
and ambiguous region.
Let’s start with geography. From India in
the west to Japan in the east, from China
in the north to New Zealand in the south,
Asia Pacific is enormous and diverse
in topography, climate and culture. It is
geographically fragmented – Indonesia
alone has close to 18,000 islands. A
centre of gravity analysis will place you in
the middle of the South China Sea. Though
Japan and Korea – and increasingly China have notably efficient transport networks,
most companies move product around
the region by sea, and coastal locations
have historically been vital to achieve
efficiency when supply chains extend
across borders. The role of supply chains
is to establish the multiple complex
channels required to reach the consumer
as efficiently as possible.
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Catering to Asian cultures
Markets are huge but diverse. Consumers
are increasingly wealthy and sophisticated,
and in some cities, better off than the west.
Western brands no longer automatically
command pride of place. Rather,
companies have to discover local tastes,
develop products to please them, then
underpin this with efficient manufacture
and distribution. The major competitor in
most categories is typically a local player.
Making decisions will require supply chain
executives to analyse complex data sets
and make sense of what is happening
across heterogeneous volatile markets.
Stories of Asian differences are legion.
Consider sales of top-end models by
western car companies in China. Smarter
auto assemblers make long wheelbase
models for the Chinese market, catering
to a culture in which the son or son-inlaw is expected to act as chauffeur to his
parents or in-laws, necessitating cars that
have ample space in the back. Or look at
the western manufacturers of cereals,
of which their product range caters for
breakfast as a cold meal but are now
confronted with cultures where soup and
noodles are breakfast staples.

Increasingly numerous and prosperous,
Asian consumers are becoming ever more
discriminating. Supply chain executives
now need to deliver affordable goods
while maximising on-shelf availability of a
wide range of products. It is not an easy
balancing act.
The overhaul of supply chains now
underway begins with the recognition
that companies – especially of consumer
products - often need to identify the
cultural drivers of demand in particular
Asian countries, and then research and
develop in-country products that will
command a local market. They need to
understand the marketing importance
of e-commerce in a region where many
people have grown up with mobile phones
and social media but may not have access
to newspapers or own a car. Supply chain
executives now need to think about their
digital supply chains.

China, India and ASEAN too
In the meantime, China, the region’s
locomotive economy, is rebalancing from
an export-led infrastructure-based model to
one driven by local demand and services,
and a reform-minded government in India
has rekindled growth in the world’s second
most-populous super-state too.
So today, many of the most sophisticated
multinationals in Asia are pursuing a triple
supply chain expansion strategy. They
increasingly see China as a self-contained
market. Many take a similar view of India,
where size, strong state governments and
bureaucracy compound the challenges of
poor communications. Third is the “rest
of Asia” strategy, often centred upon
the opportunities available among the
countries of the Association of Southeast
Asian Nations (ASEAN).
Tax is now an important factor in supply
chain decision-making. In each of these
regions, multinational companies face
challenges in managing fiscal affairs,
avoiding double taxation on profits earned
in Asia as well as repatriating cash from
countries where it is earned.
Within ASEAN it is sometimes easier to
take a more integrated approach, though
the advantages should not be exaggerated.
ASEAN policymakers have set the goal of
creating an ASEAN Economic Community
(AEC) but tariffs often remain high for
goods entering ASEAN member states
that do not apply regional FTA duty rates.
Customs procedures are often complex
and lengthy; and non-tariff barriers,
including regulatory obstructions, can be
very tedious.
Goods moving around the region can
often be delayed by customs procedures,
especially when the principal has a head
office in Singapore or Hong Kong, and the
goods are passing between manufacturing
sites elsewhere. Technology change and
language can combine to create transit
problems, because goods – labeled in
English – may simply not conform to
conventional product categories.
ASEAN officials are working on these
problems, with plans for single-window
documentation, but progress is slow.
Meanwhile, the risk of challenge from
customs officials can be high, and
impounded product, improperly stored,
may incur demurrage costs and sometimes
have to be written off. The role of supply
chain departments has now expanded:
increased capabilities are required to
manage free trade agreements, trade
compliance and managing third party
customs brokers.
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Economic nationalism can also be
problematic as countries strive to promote
the development of particular industries,
or protect some domestic industries from
international competition. This means
supply chain executives now also need
to be aware of complex and ambiguous
regulatory environments.
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Looking ahead
Some companies look to the newlyminted trade agreement, the TransPacific Partnership (TPP), to erode trade
barriers within the region. But neither
China nor Indonesia, two of the most
populous countries, are party to the USled agreement, which has yet to be ratified
by signatories. It may be years before the
benefits emerge. Supply chain executives
need to build flexible agile networks.
Perhaps more important, in the short to
medium term, is the global drive to stamp
out transfer pricing abuses and corporate
tax evasion. This is not necessarily
bad for business in that more effective
procedures to avoid double taxation may
make tax treatments more uniform and
predictable. However, there is some way
to go to achieve this ultimate aim. In the
long run, developments like these could
considerably improve the investment and
business climate in China and other Asia
Pacific states.
The search by business for stability and
sound, predictable governance and legal
systems, balanced by the need to be
closer to the market, has led to companies
locating their regional headquarters and
supply chain operations in hubs like
Singapore and Hong Kong. Looking ahead,
other states, such as Malaysia, Thailand and
China that now offer appealing incentives
and access to markets designed to draw in
the headquarters operations of footloose
multinationals may become increasingly
attractive.
Today’s global supply chains are in
the midst of reinvention. Supply chain
executives now require new capabilities,
for example to manage changes in free
trade agreements, navigate oil prices
that continues to be at historic lows, and
ambiguous non-tariff barriers. Such new
multifaceted decision-making is critical to
enable businesses to keep up with the
rapid changes affecting Asia Pacific supply
chains.
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Giants in the Tank
by Kris Kosmala, Vice President, APAC, Quintiq

A

s world affairs go, the recent
Global Liner Shipping conference
in London did not stir up much
interest in the global news cycle. The
Panama Papers were still dominating the
headlines, competing against the open
scrutiny of British politicians’ private lives
and endless discussions surrounding
Brexit.
Every presenter at the conference had
to acknowledge that the going is tough
and one should not expect much change
in the near future. What was even more
interesting was the difficulty in finding
much understanding of and sympathy for
the carriers. Could it be that everyone is
somewhat confused about what is really
going on?
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Are we in denial or simply optimistic?
There is an impression that everyone,
except shippers, placed bets on a speedy
recovery from the financial crisis and is
afraid to pull out of the game. Global trade
is not cooperating and there are signs that
recovery is going to be painfully slow and
very uneven. Yet, carriers are still talking
up their new ships and cheering every
uptick in container rates that are already
below cost levels, noisily celebrating this
as a prelude to an economic spring.
This collective amnesia ignores the fact
that the economic supercycle has slowed,
lighting fires in the overstretched balance
sheets of carriers and the banks behind
them. The commentaries make it clear
that carriers did not see this coming and
are still pretending that the tough years
ahead will last only a few weeks.

The China effect
This irrational behaviour continues in
light of a three-year effort by the Chinese
government to telegraph in no uncertain
terms the switch from a manufacturingto service-based economy. Allowing GDP
growth rate to slip towards six per cent,
whether by design or circumstance, is the
clearest confirmation of their long-term
economic strategy. It should not surprise
anyone to see growth dipping below six
per cent before picking up again on the
strength of consumption spending.
This is driven by the fact that China will
continue to rationalise resource-based
and
resource-dependent
industries.
Expect further reductions in capacities
and workforces across mining, metals
production, heavy industrial equipment,
ship building, and many others. This is not
the kind of news that drives consumer
confidence up in the short and medium
term, but eventually the outlook will
become positive and confidence will
return.
However, this is not what we are hearing
from carriers and cargo forwarders. Their
forecasting of financial results is still based
on the return of China as the factory of the
world. And that return has to happen over
the next two years, because that is when
a huge tranche of massive containers and
bulk ships are going to be delivered. What
a shame it would be if cargo volumes are
not here to fill their holds.
The price we have to pay to keep the
industry afloat

Greater involvement from within – the
key to salvation?

Carriers are reaching the point where their
marginal revenues are falling behind the
rate of increase in their marginal cost.
Signs of commoditisation are visible left,
right and centre. The proverbial carpet
of profits is being pulled from under the
carriers’ financial feet. Governments and
banks have to be prepared for further
interventions and cash injections. Some
long-term liabilities might forever remain
unfounded, creating financial overhangs
like those we’re seeing with Hyundai
Merchant Marine (HMM).

At present, alliances are created and
modified in response to regulators asking
the liners to meet the needs of the markets
under each regulator’s watch. Global view
is lost in siloed financial analysis or some
underlying narrow views of the benefits
to the economy local to the regulator. The
same goes for the banks. They cannot
remain on the sidelines, simply extending
financial terms and worrying about the
value of the assets underlying the loans.

It is in nobody’s interest to see any of the
major carriers fold, as that would have a
huge impact on the global supply chain.
However, the financial stress cannot
accumulate forever. Could there be a
solution to the dilemmas faced by the
carriers and their customers? If banks and
regulators want to see healthy maritime
shipping, then they need to perform their
own analysis of global shipping alliances.
They need to help carriers rebalance the
alliances to survive the downturns and
benefit from the upturns.
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Whether there is a desire to get deeply
involved in each carrier’s strategy remains
to be seen, but there is no reason not
to consider it. This is not a call for more
regulation or oversight, merely for more
advice on business strategy. At the
moment, that advice might be coming
from people without stakes in the outcome
– management consulting companies.
Their advice to individual carriers to either
buy growth or cut costs has not produced
well-balanced shipping companies. An
alternative view could spur different
thinking. Let this be the optimistic angle
of this article.
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5 Tips to Make Sure

You Don’t Get Lost at Sea with SOLAS
by Virginia Thompson, VP Product Management – Global Trade Management Solutions,
Integration Point

I

n May of 2014, the International
Maritime
Organization’s
Maritime
Safety Committee (MSC) approved
changes to the Safety of Life at Sea
(SOLAS) treaty to require shippers to
verify gross mass a container carrying
cargo. This new requirement was officially
adopted in November 2014, but the trade
community that it impacts remained
relatively quiet until the end of last year
as the enforcement deadline approached.
The requirement goes into effect 1 July,
2016, and it is currently sending waves of
distress throughout the carrier, port and
trade communities.
Impact of SOLAS
The problem that the amendment is
looking to address is one of mis-declared
container weights.
Some sources
estimate that as high as 20 per cent of
ocean containers may have inaccurate
weights declared.
A wide range of
serious risks can result from these misdeclarations such as: vessels loaded
unevenly, which can lead to instability and
capsising vessels; port terminal injuries
from container cranes tipping over; and
deadly over-the-road accidents due to
truckers unable to stop heavy containers
fast enough. Due to the severity of
the problem, the new requirement is
designed to ensure that container weights
have been actually verified. Shippers
are given two allowable methods for the
Verified Gross Mass (VGM) verification.
Method 1 requires weighing the packed
container (using “calibrated and certified
equipment”).
Method 2 allows the
shipper to weigh the complete contents of
the container (including all packaging and
dunnage materials) and add that weight to
the tare mass of the container itself.
There are two main parties affected by this
SOLAS amendment – the responsibility of
obtaining the VGM of a packed container
before the time of shipment lies with the
carrier; however, it is the shipper listed on
the Bill of Lading that must initially supply
that information to the carrier. As such,
this puts a new spin on the relationship
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between the shipper and the carrier.
Since the information must be provided
in advance of vessel loading, the most
significant obligation really falls on the
shipper. The issues come down to - how
does the shipper weigh the container
and what happens if cargo arrives at the
terminal with no VGM? Who is responsible
then for the VGM?
Interestingly, the answer to these
questions has started to become more
than just a matter of negotiations amongst
shippers, carriers and ports. The ability
to help shippers comply more easily has
started to reveal itself as a competitive
advantage for the terminal operators and
the carriers who call those terminals.
Early in 2016, most ports were washing
their hands of providing assistance in
helping shippers comply. Many ports and
terminals stated publicly that they were
unable to provide weighing services to
the shippers utilising their facilities. But
over the past several months, more and
more ports are now stating that they do
have the ability to offer weighing services.
Yantian, China, for example, has publicly
stated that a majority of the terminals in
its port will be able to offer these services
to shippers or carriers.
In the US, over April and May, 2016, one port
after another started announcing that they
would offer to weigh containers for prices
ranging from $15 to $25 per container.
Following those announcements came a
spate of new statements from some ports
declaring that they would offer the service
free of charge. Most recently, the 19
members of the Ocean Carrier Equipment
Management
Association
(OCEMA)
worked out an agreement with six major
East Coast and Gulf ports in the US to roll
out a harmonised process of container
weighing at the ports. This agreement
is finally moving the issue towards the
greater consistency of operations that the
shipping community has been clamouring
for.
Part of what has added to the confusion for
shippers and carriers is that understanding
what enforcement will feel like has
not been easy. Because this is a treaty
under the governance of the International
Maritime Organization (IMO), all IMO
signatory countries (171 Member States)
are required to comply with it. However,
each individual country has its own type of
agencies overseeing maritime activities.
In addition, the amendment itself is silent
on exactly what kind of penalties, fines or
other consequences should be imposed
if a shipper does not supply a VGM or if
a carrier fails to obtain the information
before loading the container on board.
In India, as one example, the Directorate

General of Shipping has indicated that
they may publish names of SOLAS
offenders on their website. After months
of confusion and frantic calls from the
trade for delays in enforcement, the IMO
itself has finally approved a circular to
be provided to governments and private
parties such as carriers and port terminals
recommending they take a “practical and
pragmatic approach” to rolling out the
requirement.

5. Don’t forget about your imports!
Especially for those importers who
buy goods FOB or EXW, you will want
to communicate with your carriers/
forwarders to get clarity on what their
approach will be in each region, so that
you can inform your shippers accordingly
and ensure that your supply chain is not
interrupted.

While the carriers and terminals work to
get this figured out, here are a few tips
that shippers can use to keep their cargo
moving once the new SOLAS requirement
goes into effect.
1. Stay abreast of the changes. Some
industry analysts have predicted that
SOLAS will harm international trade by
slowing down cargo ships in the ports
while each country figures out how to
enforce the new requirements. Make
sure your cargo does not get caught in the
fray by staying up-to-date on how SOLAS
will be enforced in countries where you
have ocean cargo departing or arriving.
2. Consider how you could determine
VGM. There are two approved methods
explained in the SOLAS regulation –
decide which you will use. You may need
to assess if you have a trailer scale at each
of your facilities that ships ocean freight. If
not, is there one en route from your facility
to your port of shipment that could be
used, or is your port prepared to offer the
weighing service?
3. Allow time for the process to be
completed. In other words, allow enough
time from when the weight is known to
vessel loading to get the information on
your shipping documents and passed on to
the carrier or forwarder. Consider if you will
add the declaration to current documents
or create a new VGM Declaration. Will your
process need to vary based on carrier,
forwarder or customer you ship to – if so,
do you have each process documented?
4. Make it clear in all negotiations with
customers - who is responsible for any
costs incurred in obtaining VGM – seller,
buyer or carrier? And how may that vary
based on shipment type (LCL vs. FCL)?
This will be particularly critical as SOLAS
does not outline enforcement and there
is concern that the member-states (171
total) could each enforce the regulation
differently.
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Vietnam’s Soaring Potential
by Julien Brun, Managing Partner, CEL Consulting

E

xperts at the Vietnam Future Market 2016 Summit organised by Vietnam Supply Chain shared common views for the bright future
of Vietnam economy and expected that Vietnam market in the coming years would be exciting, challenging and fast growing. Rural
consumer base is another key driver for future market as the urban market is becoming more saturated. While the supply of logistics
facilities and developments of infrastructure is increasing, the quality issues, such as road safety and suitable configuration still persist.
Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP) is another important factor affecting the future landscape, and it is to be noted that while TPP is beneficial
to Vietnam, there is still a lot of preparation needed before Vietnamese firms can reap its benefits.

Consumer behaviour
Vietnam consumers are at the transition
phase between traditional and modern,
technological savvy lifestyles, giving
opportunities for e-commerce and modern
retail businesses. Vietnamese consumers
remain optimistic of the future, despite
the increasing cost of living. Consumer
confidence index record the highest level
in Q1, 2016.
However, although optimistic, Vietnamese
consumers remain conservative in their
spending and focus more on spending
that help securing the well-being of
their families. Vietnamese consumers
on average spend 10-12 per cent of
their salary on children education, and
the pharmaceutical industry records
20 per cent year-over-year growth, with
household products seeing an upswing in
spending.
FMCG is becoming saturated at two to
three per cent annual growth.
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Retail landscape
Convenience and modern trade will see
tremendous growth in the coming years
as preferred shopping places (300 per cent
convenience channel growth). The growing
awareness in food safety & hygiene
will make consumers become more
cautious in choosing shopping places and
consequently switching to safer channels.
Promotion is likely to remain a big factor
affecting
consumer-buying
decision.
Comparison
among
supermarket
operators show that Saigon Co.op and
BigC stands together as having best
offers for consumers, while VinMart and
FamilyMart have the best offers among
operators in the convenience channels.
Consumer media usage
Consumers are spending more time on
smartphone and internet devices than
on television and traditional media. As 77
per cent survey respondents have used
smartphones and 57 per cent of whom
spend three to four hours/day using
smartphones.
However, although consumers are
watching less TV, annual TV advertisement
spending remains high at US$1.7bn
(90 per cent total advertising spending,
with 10 per cent year over year growth).
The underlying reason for the high TV
advertising spending as speculated is
that advertisers and companies are still
unfamiliar with digital advertising and is
spending on habit. But the inevitable trend
for advertising in the future will be digital
as the younger generation move up and
become the majority in the consumer
base.
Free Trade Agreement and the TPP
Free trade agreement and the effects of
TPP to the Vietnam economy is another key
topic covered during the discussion. While
TPP will be good for Vietnam economy, it
will be very challenging for SMEs to reap
its benefits as the rule of origins requires
good record keeping practices, which are
generally poorly managed by local SMEs.
Minimum five-year documentation of
origins retention is required by TPP.
Obligations to environmental compliance
are another key challenge as noncompliance behaviours become liable
for punishment, and tightening of the
laws makes exploitation more difficult.
SOE will need to comply with nondiscriminatory rules, and in general, all
businesses in Vietnam will have to comply
with the intellectual property, trademark &
copyright protection.
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However, it is important to note that
while TPP effectively eliminates the tariff
barriers to trade, another big issue for
Vietnam is still the non-tariff or technical
barrier to trade, such as product quality and
compliance. Cross border e-commerce
and digital services will also exploit the
benefits of TPP.
It is important to note that the non-duty
condition is a staging implementation
that can take 10-15 years depending on
products. Therefore, it is an opportunity for
developing countries, such as Vietnam, a
chance to prepare to upgrade logistics and
supply chain.
TTP is expected to increase export of
manufactures by 34 per cent, import of
consumer and production goods by 27
per cent, create more confidence for
FDI and stronger link to the international
supply chain. Increased productivity
resulting from competition pressures and
momentum for reforms will boost growth
and opportunities.

development challenge for e-commerce
businesses is how to fully sync the
shopping flows (buy anywhere, return
anywhere). Delivery-wise, motorbike with
the high flexibility and suitability to the
urban landscape will continue to be the
main type of delivery vehicles.
Rural market development
The importance of the rural market is
also paramount, and as the current
speed of rural development is too slow
for e-commerce, many e-commerce
businesses have to develop their own
logistics network spanning key provinces
and cities in Vietnam, and perhaps much
more in the future.
Experts also agreed that rural areas will
be more and more important for Vietnam.
Large companies should be the pioneers
to invest and build the market in the
provinces.

e-Commerce in Vietnam
To touch on the e-commerce sector, it
is highlighted that although there are
many challenges and issues with the
e-commerce sector in Vietnam, the future
will be positive.
Vietnamese consumers have strong wish
for value for money, variety of choices,
shopping experience, but generally lack
of trust in products. Trust is very low for
e-commerce in Vietnam, similar to the US
20 years ago. However, there has been
a significant increase of trust in the last
four years. Price is still the key driver for
e-commerce shopping, while convenience
is not as critical as it should be.
e-Commerce businesses are looking at
how to serve rural consumers better, as
they see that rural consumers will be the
ones who will receive the most benefits
from e-commerce as they will have more
options and accessibility to products
otherwise not available to them. The
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Logistics Veterans in New
Era Leadership Roles

D

HL Express has introduced a new leadership team early this year to lead its Asia
Pacific operations. Mr Ken Lee was named as the new CEO of Asia Pacific as he
succeeds Mr Jerry Hsu, who is retiring after an illustrious career with DHL Express
since 2001.
As former Managing Director of DHL Express Hong Kong and Macau, and Executive Vice
President of Commercial, Asia Pacific, Mr Lee was responsible for doubling revenue in
the two countries between 2009 and 2012. A member of the DHL Express Asia Pacific
Management Board, Mr Lee was also responsible for driving the development of DHL’s
two most strategic hubs in the region – Singapore and Hong Kong – which handle over
20 per cent of the company’s express shipment volume today.
Mr Lee’s promotion has led to several changes in the management team. Mr Herbert
Vongpusanachai was appointed the Managing Director of DHL Express Hong Kong
and Macau, and will be responsible for steering and managing the strategic growth and
overall operations of DHL Express in Hong Kong and Macau.
Mr Vongpusanachai brings a wealth of experience in the regional express delivery
business, having held his previous position as Managing Director of DHL Express
Singapore for seven years. Since 2008, under his leadership, the company has achieved
strong business growth with positive revenue performance, as well as garnered
numerous external awards and recognitions for excellence in customer service,
corporate responsibility and sustainability, and more.
Succeeding Mr Vongpusanachai is Mr Frank-Uwe Ungerer as the Managing Director
of DHL Express Singapore. Having joined DHL in 2003 as Country Manager of DHL
Express Russia, Mr Ungerer has since held various positions, most recently as Country
Manager of DHL Express in the United Arab Emirates, where he was in charge of day-today regional operations for close to six years. During this time, he has led the business
to exceptional performance and significantly strengthened its market leadership.
With a combined experience of over 50 years, the company continues to believe that
investing in its people is a key strategy to usher in the new era of the supply chain and
logistics industry.
“One thing which remains true till this day is that logistics is an industry that relies on
people. Although we see a lot of infrastructure, machinery, planes, trucks and all that, at
the end of the day, it is the people who are moving the business and industry. I strongly
believe that frontline is where the action is,” says Mr Lee.

In this issue of Supply Chain Asia magazine, we present a special feature on the
upcoming DHL Express senior management team spearheading the company’s Asia
Pacific operations.
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Mr ken lee
asia pacific ceo
dhl express

According to your profile, you have
had over 20 years of experience in the
logistics industry, including 18 years
at DHL. How did you get into this
industry and what captured your initial
attention?
To be frank, I did not really know what I
wanted to do after graduation. I applied for
three jobs: one with a bank, one with an
engineering firm, and one with Singapore
Airport Terminal Services (SATS). I
received offers from all three but I ended
up joining SATS because they were the
first company to put forth a formal offer
to me. And I thought to myself, why not?
SATS is a fully owned subsidiary of our
national carrier Singapore Airlines. As a
Singaporean, I get a great sense of pride
working for such a company and in an
industry that plays such a pivotal role in
the country’s economic growth.
Logistics was also considered a fairly
stable and secured industry as it is closely
tied to the economic activities such as
trading and manufacturing, which was
powering the growth of many newly
industrialised economies in Asia during
that period.
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In those days, logistics was a rather new
and emerging industry. To me, it was
simply about moving goods from one place
to another. But the industry has come a
long way, having developed so quickly over
the last 20 years with advancement in the
science of supply chain management,
information technology, the internet
as well as the fast changing customer
demand.
When you were the managing director
of DHL Express HK & Macau, you were
responsible for doubling revenue in the
two countries between 2009 and 2012.
How did you achieve that? What was
the all-important strategy behind this?
During this time, Hong Kong and Macau
were undergoing sluggish trade growth.
As a historical trading port and a conduit
of trade and investment into China, Hong
Kong itself has limited growth capacity.
But as a trading and trans-shipment
logistics hub, Hong Kong has unlimited
potential. So the first thing I thought of
when I took over the Hong Kong business
portfolio was that we need to look outside
of Hong Kong to tap into these new
sources of growth.

I think we were able to successfully
achieve that, and with China’s economy
fueling a lot of both Hong Kong and
Macau’s economic growth at that time, we
rode onto that opportunity and catapulted
our business to a whole new level.
We could not have achieved or sustained
our growth without a team of great
people. Personally, I devoted a substantial
amount of time to talking to our couriers,
managers, and others on the ground –
keeping them connected with our overall
objectives and discussing what this meant
in terms of their day-to-day roles and
objectives.
Most of all, I wanted to hear from
employees and customers as to what
was working and what was not, so that I
can inculcate in our people a practical and
intensely customer-centric mindset, and
know how to support and empower them
in the frontline.
I made it a point of encourage our people
to challenge the norm and not simply
accept the status quo – which meant
standing up for them when they needed
help or executive backing to change things
for the better. This is part of the give-andtake that any leader has to embrace, not
just in logistics.
Singapore has been a key hub for DHL
Express. In these past two years, DHL
has unveiled the DHL Express South
Asia Hub and DHL Express Innovation
Centre. Can you share with us why?
Singapore enjoys a twofold advantage
when it comes to logistics: its proximity
to Asia’s emerging economies and
public policy that is highly supportive of
innovation and R&D.
We established our South Asia Hub
to provide higher capacity and greater
connectivity to support trade growth
throughout the region. Having a hub in
Singapore means we can continuously
improve product choice and speed up
responses to match growth in this region.

Asia Pacific Innovation Centre is one such
platform, bringing together customers
and stakeholders from private and public
sector alike to share their knowledge and
create new value for the logistics industry.
As a Singaporean, I always feel a bit of
pride when considering the growth of our
presence here and its contribution to our
nation’s economy.
In your opinion, what are some of
the challenges the new DHL Express
leaders face that your predecessors did
not?
Tough market conditions are the biggest
issue at the moment. The other challenge
is that customer service itself is changing
rapidly: demand for “anytime, anywhere,
any device” means we need to quickly
embrace new technologies and use
them to directly upgrade the customer
experience.
My team and I try to take a “two steps
ahead” approach to the innovation
challenge. For example, we launched
on-demand delivery services in Asia
Pacific last year, allowing consignees
to reschedule, reassign addresses, and
make changes much more flexibly to their
deliveries. By improving the consignee’s
experience, we also make the seller – our
customer – look good and gain greater
repeat sales. As people become less fixed
in their locations – both receiving and
sending shipments – we expect services
like these to gain even greater traction
than the promising growth they have
already shown.
The key to this approach is listening to
what our customers say. For example, we
engage our customers on a regular basis
to give feedback on how we can simplify
and streamline shipping processes.
What do you find is most enjoyable
about working at DHL Express?

A significant part of Singapore’s GDP is
also derived from logistics – around five per
cent on its own, and more than seven per
cent if you include the broader transport
and storage sector. We are fortunate to
have public policy that recognises this
contribution and encourages innovation in
a range of logistics areas.

DHL
holds
management
directly
accountable for whether our people are
happy with working at DHL Express. Our
annual employee survey gets translated
into action and regular updates for
teams. Managers strive to recognise staff
performance in consistent yet creative
ways. We also regularly host non-work
activities for our people and their family
members, including volunteerism and
social responsibility opportunities.

While it may be difficult to predict which
technology or economic trends will have a
long-term effect on the logistics industry,
we need platforms upon which we can
discuss and capitalise on these trends. The

My belief has always been that “Happy
people deliver quality results.” The best
bit about working at DHL is that the entire
culture supports that belief in a way that
goes far beyond lip service.

How would you encourage talent in
Singapore to join the logistics industry
and follow in your footsteps to be one
of the top leaders in a global firm?
As a Singaporean watching Singapore
from the outside, I am always filled with
pride whenever I see the achievements
of a fellow countryman, a Singaporean
company or brand. Our country has a
history of punching above its weight
(or rather, size) on the world stage, and
logistics is certainly one of the areas in
which this has traditionally been the case.
Logistics is a career choice, which brings
both stability and great opportunities for
innovation. There has always been a need
to transfer goods around the world, and
that need is not going away anytime soon.
That gives logistics a resilience that few
other sectors can lay claim to.
If you are entering logistics today, however,
your focus should be on innovation.
Logistics is all about connecting people,
which is why digital technology, applied
sciences, and omnichannel customer
service all play such a major role in
the industry today. And we have only
scratched the surface of what innovations
in these areas can bring.
We are seeing greater support from bodies
like the Singapore Economic Development
Board for careers in logistics, along with
rising international investments in both
established players and tech-enabled
start-ups. The opportunities for young
Singaporeans to transform one of the
country’s main industries have never been
greater.
Being based overseas for a few years,
do you miss living in Singapore? Are
there any plans to return to living in
Singapore?
Singapore will always be home to me, but
at the present, I still find myself called to
remain in Hong Kong. Not only is it DHL
Asia Pacific’s second most important
market, Hong Kong is also intrinsically
linked to trade growth in China.
With the uncertain market climate around
China at the moment, coupled with the
great (and often overlooked) opportunities
we see in both China and Hong Kong,
remaining here allows me to maintain a
close eye on economic and developmental
matters as well as on how our strategy
here impacts the broader Asia Pacific
region.
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Prior to joining DHL Express Thailand,
you worked with Microsoft Thailand
for seven years holding several senior
positions. Did you experience a sharp
learning curve working in a different
industry?
I definitely had to put in the extra effort to
familiarise myself with the business as the
subject matter was vastly different from
that of my previous role.
I was assigned a senior advisor to help
me get up to speed in my first three
months here. His guidance gave me a
better understanding of various aspects
of the business, from customer service to
frontline operations.
I took a hands-on approach to learning –
visiting our service centres to learn from
my frontline colleagues; and taking on
courier duties with our couriers. I also
sat side by side with customer service
agents for a few hours every quarter to get
acquainted with customer feedback.
The team and I also performed the ‘Gemba
Walk’, which follows the same principle
as ‘management by walking around’,
at service centres to familiarise myself
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with the process flows and activities, and
identify opportunities for improvement.
By working alongside frontline staff, I
was better able to understand the daily
challenges they face. More importantly, I
was able to get more closely acquainted
with the market by keeping an ear to
the ground when it comes to customer
demands.
What was your first official project or
duty in your new managerial role?
One of the first things I set out to do
was to get to know the team better and
work together on key areas to cope with
business growth.
The emergence of e-commerce also
allows local exporters to easily and costeffectively explore overseas markets
without needing to set up a storefront. Express services play a crucial
role in maintaining competitiveness.
This is especially true for the delivery of
products, such as fashion accessories and
electronics, which have a short lifecycle,
and are therefore time-sensitive.
There is a growing demand among online
shoppers for greater flexibility to select

their preferred time and place for delivery.
This is especially the case with the
younger generation, who are extremely
mobile. In addition, same-day delivery
has the potential to become a significant
differentiator for retailers. We are
therefore also looking into the possibility
of providing more services that cater to
the needs of the local B2C market. Such
services can include more delivery options
and pick-up alternatives.
What are the different logistics
challenges faced by Hong Kong &
Macau compared to Singapore?
Hong Kong and Singapore are among
the best logistics hubs in the region due
to their efficient customs clearance and
connectivity. Hong Kong is strategically
located within four hours’ flight to major
cities in Asia, making it an ideal aviation
hub.
However, Hong Kong International Airport
(HKIA) faces some challenges. The
availability of slots and parking spaces are
key hurdles that hinder operations in the
terms of cargo handling capacity — an
issue that is not specific to Hong Kong,
but rather, faced industry-wide.
DHL supports the HKIA’s third runway
project, which will allow Hong Kong to
stay ahead in Greater China’s vibrant air
cargo market.
In your opinion, what will be the effects
(if any) of Beijing’s new Silk Road on
Hong Kong’s industry?
The past decade has seen an average 19
per cent annual growth between China
and Silk Road countries. According to
President Xi Jinping, the One Belt One
Road (OBOR) initiative will generate more
than US$2.5tr in annual trade within the
next decade.

Is Hong Kong’s timely airport expansion
enough for it to stay competitive in the
air cargo market?
The timely airport expansion plan will
enable Hong Kong to ensure its long-term
competitiveness as a premier aviation
hub, supporting tourism, international
trade, logistics, finance and professional
services. It will help Hong Kong to stay
ahead in Greater China’s vibrant air cargo
market. The airport expansion will boost
cargo handling capacity by providing more
slots and parking spaces.
The expansion and construction of new
airports in China is also indicative of the
strong aviation demand in the region.

What do you find most enjoyable about
working at DHL Express?
I remain energetic and eager to take on
the daily challenges of the job – even after
14 years at DHL.
People are the key to making work life at
DHL Express enjoyable. We all embrace
the “Insanely Customer Centric Culture”.
We believe that being our customer’s first
choice is the only way to stay ahead of the
competition. I love working with a group
of motivated people who share a common
goal — to deliver outstanding customer
service in everything we do.

The HKIA reported another record year for
cargo throughput in 2015/2016. It handled
4.36 million tonnes of cargo last year,
making it the world’s busiest air cargo hub.
The air cargo that passes through HKIA
each year represents about 40 per cent of
Hong Kong’s total external trade value.
We are also positive about HKIA’s future,
based on the forecast of 8.9 million tonnes
of cargo going through the airport by 2030.
The investment of more than HK$140bn
(€16bn) in the expansion of HKIA is a
substantial commitment for the future of
the logistics industry in Hong Kong.
Our Central Asia Hub in Hong Kong
boasts the region’s largest throughput.
This large volume can be attributed to
surging exports from mainland China and
the Pearl River Delta, as well as growing
demand and rising consumption across
Asia Pacific.

With the central government’s intention
to boost domestic consumption, Hong
Kong is well-positioned as the gateway
for China and the international harbour for
the OBOR initiative. It is also well poised
to attract both investments and consumer
goods from the relevant markets to China.
Businesses with countries covered by
OBOR account for two-thirds of the
Hong Kong’s total trade. With operations
in 65 out of 66 countries along OBOR,
we foresee an abundance of business
opportunities for the air express industry.
The free flow of information and Hong
Kong’s excellent geographical location
will continue to contribute to Hong Kong’s
status as the regional logistics hub for
OBOR.
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How will your experience having
worked in logistics across countries
including Germany, Russia, China and
Greece help you in understanding
Singapore’s logistics industry?
We are in the network business. The
global nature of our business requires an
understanding of how differently things
work in various part of the world. Having
worked in these markets, including United
Arab Emirates (UAE), I have gained a fuller
perspective of the role logistics play as a
trade enabler.
Experience is also a valuable asset that
offers great learning. In each of these
countries that I have worked in, there
were different challenges posed by
varying states of the economy. Russia was
all about growth and overcoming red tape;
Germany is a mature and highly developed
market; with China comes sheer size and
volume, and hyper growth; Greece was
deep in debt during the last global crisis.
UAE, where I was in for the last six years,
was a booming economy. There are great
ideas and best practices from each of
these markets that can be adapted to deal
with the challenges of the local industry.
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What are the different logistics
challenges
faced
by
Singapore
compared to the countries you have
managed?
Being an open economy means that
Singapore has to find its competitive
edge over not just countries in the region,
but also other bigger markets. Here,
customers are generally more demanding
and that requires us to get it right first
time every time. While it is relatively easy
to start doing business here, keeping
customers loyal is the real challenge. The
workforce here is highly-skilled and this
helps to ensure we are able to keep a high
standard of service quality.

Singapore has been a key hub for DHL
Express. In these past two years, DHL
has unveiled the DHL Express South
Asia Hub and DHL Express Innovation
Centre. Can you share with us why?
Singapore’s strategic location has always
been its key strength since its earliest
days as a trading port. From a network
perspective, be it regional or global,
Singapore’s connectivity and skilled
workforce are clear pull factors for setting
up our South Asia Hub and the first
innovation centre outside of Germany
here. The economic and social stability
brought about by an able and pro-business
government added to its attractiveness
as a business hub for many multi-national
corporations, including DHL.
In your opinion, is Singapore’s decision
to embrace the Smart Nation initiative
enough to ensure the nation stays
competitive in the region?
It is definitely an initiative that will get
us ahead, but only time will tell how far
ahead it can get us. That said, few nations
have undertaken such an encompassing
and bold approach to building pervasive
connectivity for the collection of data that
will change the way we work, live and play.

Do you see drone parcel delivery taking
off in Singapore anytime soon? Why or
why not?
In the near future, we see drones being
deployed for niche segments, not so much
for mass deliveries.
As a group, DHL has run numerous pilots
on the use of unmanned aerial vehicles.
The DHL Parcelcopter 3.0 was recently
tested in a three-month trial in the Bavarian
community of Reit im Winkl. This was the
first time that a parcelcopter has been
directly integrated into the delivery chain
of any parcel service provider. The primary
intended use of the DHL Parcelcopter has
been to deliver to remote areas where
infrastructure is poor or limited, making
standard delivery methods overly lengthy.
It will take a certain level of technical
maturity before the field tests can be
carried out in an urban area, such as
Singapore, where aviation regulations and
privacy concerns are two major hurdles.

What do you find is most enjoyable
about working at DHL Express?
Definitely the culture and our people.
We are very focused and we live by our
attributes of Speed, Passion, Can Do and
Right First Time. Our strategy is simple:
doing things. And that means we work
really hard to get the work done. Then we
celebrate our achievements together and
play hard as well. I think of us as a welloiled yellow machine where bureaucracy
and power distance are low, and our
people are cranking the engines.

Besides building the hardware such as new
infrastructure and technical architecture,
efforts have to be made around preparing
the software – shifting mindsets and
upgrading skills to make full use of the
technology in order to fulfill the “smart”
vision. It is the right approach to start
with education and working with tertiary
institutions so that our fresh workforce is
well-equipped to use smart technology to
gain a strong foothold amidst free market
forces.
There have been reports of possible
taxation on e-commerce sales being
implemented in Singapore. What are
your opinions on this? Will it affect the
robust e-commerce market here?
Singapore is touted to be the largest
e-commerce market in Southeast Asia,
growing by 16 per cent over the next five
years despite the short-term consolidation
that we are currently seeing. Countries like
the Philippines and the US have recently
raised their de minimis values (miminum
value of imported goods that will be
taxable) in a move that is encouraging
for e-commerce buyers. It will be
counterintuitive to go against the wave
instead of riding it. e-Commerce has given
consumers more choices than they ever
had before; it has made entrepreneurs
and created jobs. If we do not ride on this
wave, others will.
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Before Uber, there was DHL

T

he rise of Uber has led to several talking points in recent years, so much so that
the term “uberisation” has been coined to refer to “sharing economy” services.
It is an increasingly popular trade that directly connects individuals and challenges
the paradigm of traditional service businesses. Uberisation has led to many debates
that range from measuring its long-term effectiveness to whether this business strategy
should even be legal in certain countries.
However, amidst all of these discussions, there is a common consensus that uberisation
is a new business concept that has only recently blossomed into a global phenomenon.
On the contrary, Uber is hardly the first company that has created this new way of doing
business. Almost 50 years ago, the founders of DHL – Dalsey, Hillbloom and Lynn –
brought to life a whole new industry when they made their first international door-to-door
express delivery.
“When we first started our operations in 1969, we didn’t have our own aircrafts. The
founders personally delivered customers’ documents by travelling as passengers on
flights operated by commercial airlines. This was how DHL and the entire international air
express industry was born,” said Ms Yasmin Aladad Khan, Executive Vice President,
Commercial, Asia Pacific, and Managing Director, Emerging Markets, DHL Express.

In this issue of Supply Chain Asia magazine, Ms Yasmin shares the birth of the
international express industry and how it pioneered the sharing economy, her 15-year
industry experience, as well as the importance of being a natural born leader.
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The start of DHL-isation

Evolution of cross-border commerce

While Ms Yasmin agrees that with the
help of technology, the current version of
uberisation has taken the world by storm,
the Malaysian-born is quick to point out
that such on-demand service model is
hardly new.

Ms Yasmin, who is a 15-year industry
veteran, has noted several changes in the
industry during her career thus far.

“Let’s just look at the start of DHL. Mr
Adrian Dalsey, Mr Larry Hillblom and Mr
Robert Lynn established DHL in 1969
because they saw the demand to deliver
shipping documents by air and have
them arrive at customs offices in Hawaii
before the goods. This enabled goods to
pass through customs with less delay.
The partners personally collected all the
shipping documents, booked a flight to
Hawaii and hand-delivered the documents.
This highly personalised service preceded
Uber and led to the advent of a brand new
way to facilitate trade,” says Ms Yasmin.
Naturally, with DHL’s evolution into a
market leader, the company has moved
away from its Uber-like history and has
adopted strict global standard operating
procedures (GSOP). Ms Yasmin stresses
that GSOP are in place to ensure DHL’s
customers experience the same service
quality from the company in any part of the
world. They cover all aspects of operations
from how couriers should be wearing their
uniforms to the specific security fittings
required in each DHL Express vehicle.

1) Transformation trade links: When I
first started in DHL, the major trade
links were mainly trans-Pacific, such
as from Asia to US and from Asia to
Europe. But in the last few years,
we see the growth of intra-APAC.
Southeast Asia is one of the fastestgrowing regions in the world, and
ASEAN’s income growth has remained
strong since 2000. With the rise of
the middle class, there is significant
growth in domestic as well as regional
and international trade links.
2) More small and medium-sized
enterprises (SMEs): At the moment,
over 60 per cent of our customer base
consists of SMEs. This is because
most SMEs start their businesses
locally before they decide to expand
beyond the country’s borders.
Naturally, we are the best people to
partner with because we can help
to explain how trade is done across
borders, especially when it comes to
customs clearance. Sometimes, the
processes can be quite complicated,
which is why we host workshops of
our own or jointly with associations to
help SMEs along.
3) Advancement
of
technology:
Technology has grown by leaps and
bounds. I think it is important for the
industry to keep up with the pace
of technology and we see a trend in
this. Robotics in logistics, augmented
reality, unmanned aerial vehicles, selfdriving vehicles – there are endless
possibilities.
“At DHL Express, we are constantly
looking out for change and even leading
change to ensure that we stay ahead of
the competition. We have the largest
market share in Asia Pacific at over 40
per cent, and we continuously invest to
improve our operations and customer
service. Logistics, and international air
express in particular, is an industry with
a high barrier to entry,” says Ms Yasmin,
who believes that DHL’s expertise in trade
compliance will further strengthen its
position, especially in light of impending
agreements such as the Trans-Pacific
Partnership and Regional Comprehensive
Economic Partnership.
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Being chosen to lead
While Ms Yasmin has spoken before on
the importance of leadership and was
frequently selected as a leader since
young, she was not sure if she had a
standout leadership quality when she was
still in school.
“Perhaps when one is young, innate
leadership qualities may not be so apparent
to oneself. For example, when I was in the
Girl Guides, I was a little surprised to be
selected to be a team leader. It happened
again when I was chosen to be the captain
for my school hockey team. It was quite
nerve-wrecking to see all these girls
looking up to me to lead. Until now, I can’t
pinpoint exactly what my teachers saw in
me, but I have to admit I was quite good
at rallying my teammates around to win.
I definitely have a competitive streak,”
shares Ms Yasmin, who started her career
in the competitive banking industry with
JP Morgan Chase.
But being a leader in adulthood requires
more than just a competitive spirit.
“I think that a leader should be able to
inspire and motivate people, have a strong
sense of self awareness and willingness
to learn, and very importantly, be selfconfident.

“I was really surprised to be nominated.
It was totally unexpected but I was really
happy that the industry is recognising
women’s contribution, especially at the
senior level. This is a good sign. It was
an honour to win the award. In DHL, we
take gender diversity very seriously. In
the Asia Pacific excluding China region
alone, more than 30 per cent of our
managers are female. When it comes to
recruitment, we frequently encourage
women to be shortlisted. I am very proud
that our board and senior management
are very supportive of gender diversity,”
says Ms Yasmin, who initially started in
the industry as one of the few women in a
management position.
While her rise up the management
ladder has been inspiring, Ms Yasmin has
remains firm believer of work-life balance.
She makes time for her family based in
Kuala Lumpur and finds ways to keep
herself healthy.
However, it seems her hockey days are
over.
“I am sadly too old for hockey now! The
last time I played, I received a nasty whack
to the knee. Now, I am only focused on
power walking and pilates,” says Ms
Yasmin.

In DHL, we nurture and measure our
managers in two aspects: Respect and
Results. We recognise that excellent
individual contributors may not necessarily
have what it takes to be a good leader.
That is why we have the Certified
International Manager programme to help
them become a successful 21st Century
Manager who knows how to drive results
with respect,” explains Ms Yasmin.
With her win as the Woman Supply Chain
Professional of the Year at SCA Awards
2015, the former Chief Operating Officer
of General Electric has been widely known
as an exceptional female leader in the
industry.
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Weathering the Storm

I

t is easy to feel slightly despondent when looking at container shipping’s statistics. In
2015, the supply-side rose to a four-year high while the demand-side growth rate hit
a three-year low. The lack of head haul volume growth on the Asia to Europe trading
lane was particularly worrisome as it accelerated the heavy cascade of ships clogging
up other parts of the network. Towards the end of 2015, idled container ship capacity
reaching a high not seen since 2010 at over one million TEU (twenty-foot equivalent unit),
as ships of all sizes were swiftly removed from over-supplied trade lanes.
“The low, even negative, growth in Europe is reflected in sluggish cargo volumes and
declines in imports for some countries. Growth in global trade has also lagged behind
global economic growth in 2015 for the third consecutive year. But the maritime industry
remains a critical piece in global trade, so we must continuously improve ourselves
and look for ways to boost the industry. Regardless of how bad the market can get,
the shipping industry will not be obsolete, so it will just be a matter of weathering the
storm,” says Mr Jeremy Masters, Regional Director (Asia Pacific), Peel Ports.
In this issue of Supply Chain Asia magazine, Mr Masters shares his thoughts on Europe’s
first semi-automated CRMG container terminal, the influence of megaships, and the
future of the shipping industry.
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Peel Ports Group is UK’s second-largest
port group in the UK. How does Asia
Pacific fit in the company’s plans? What
is Peel Ports’ strategy for the region?
The trade between the Far East and
Europe is the biggest single trade in the
world. Our estimates indicate that at
least 700,000 TEUs per annum move into
the north west of England, in very close
proximity to Liverpool. Liverpool’s natural
hinterland of the Northern UK and Ireland
is far bigger than that. Peel Ports aims
to participate in that business, and our
strategy is to build superior infrastructure
to service that business, and then lay out
the operational and cost benefits of using
the port clearly to our clients.
Peel Ports’ new Liverpool2 terminal,
scheduled for completion later this year,
will have a total capacity of one million
TEU, and will be able to accommodate
the majority of the largest container ships
in the global fleet. Traditionally, the bigger
ships are the ones that ply trade routes
between Europe and the Asia Pacific
region.

The port’s central location makes it a global
gateway for carriers from many parts of
the world such as the Asia Pacific. With 70
per cent of the distribution warehouses in
Britain nearer to Liverpool than to ports on
the south-eastern coast (which service the
bulk of Asian carriers), carriers could enjoy
considerable savings in transport costs
using Liverpool2.
Liverpool2 will be Europe’s first semiautomated cantilever rail-mounted
gantry cranes (CRMGs) container
terminal. Can you share with us more
on this? How will it affect shipping to
Asia Pacific?
Liverpool2’s eight ship-to-shore (STS)
megamax quay cranes and 22 CRMGs
are able to operate in wind speeds of up
to 55 miles per hour. They are part of the
£300m investment programme by Peel
Ports to expand and develop the existing
infrastructure and facilities for the Port
of Liverpool, and create one of the UK’s
most modern terminals – a state-of-the-art
freight gateway at the heart of country.

Peel Ports has also invested £20m in its
AutoGates system, which uses stateof-the-art
identification
technologies
to manage gate operations, producing
quicker, more predictable and reliable
throughput times for the haulage
community and their customers. Together,
this combination of infrastructure and
technology will reduce the time taken to
transfer containers from port to road or
rail, helping the Port of Liverpool to achieve
targets of 65 per cent of haulage turned
round in 30 minutes and 95 per cent of
haulage turned in 60 minutes.
To shippers and customers, this means
overall shorter down times for ships idling
at port, and lowering costs for them at the
end of the supply chain in Asia Pacific and
beyond. Asian exporters and importers
want to get their goods to market quickly
and reliably. By bringing goods closer to
their final destination by ocean, our stateof-the-art facilities in Liverpool provide
a unique opportunity to move goods
efficiently, reduce inland transportation
cost and avoid the delays caused by
dragging containers across long distances
from southern ports on congested UK rail
and road infrastructure.
Why does the industry continue to
invest in port infrastructure when trade
growth is sluggish?
Maritime trade remains essential to
the global economy. Nearly 90 per cent
of international trade is carried by sea,
according to the International Maritime
Organization.
There is a constant need to upgrade
and develop port infrastructure to
maintain economic growth, productivity
and competitiveness. Particularly in
Asia, where economies continue to
grow to the extent where existing port
infrastructure require heavy investments
to accommodate further expansion. Ports
need to ensure they are ‘future proofing’
their infrastructure and operations to
align to the changes in market dynamics.
This does not just include vessel size and
automation. Terminal operators need to
raise their game to show that they can
provide a value-added service that helps
their customers to work more efficiently,
operate smarter and offer a more
sustainable route to market.
This port-centric approach could mean
working with customers to offer logistics
and warehousing solutions, which use
existing facilities on site at or near the
port, allowing goods to be processed and
dispatched to distributors more quickly.
Alternatively, it might be that facilities,
including rail or inland waterway links from
port to logistics hubs offer a cost saving
that cannot be obtained elsewhere.
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In your opinion, will megaships really
guarantee a success for the industry?
Megaships are a key component of
modern container shipping and are here
to stay. It is, however, still questionable
whether its economies of scale will justify
the increasing size of ships. Megaships
will not guarantee a profitable industry but
they are part of the solution for an efficient
industry that facilitates world trade by
moving goods over long distances at
remarkably low costs.
Megaships help to reduce costs percontainer costs, by using less fuel per
container, expelling fewer emissions,
and improving the overall cost structure.
This translates to more efficiency and
environmental benefits for shippers.
Yet, there are several supply chain costs
and risks related to megaships. There are
adaptations needed to infrastructure and
equipment: the ships are longer, wider
and deeper which has consequences
for cranes, quays and access channels.
Megaships also stay on average 20 per
cent longer in ports and this requires
massive efforts to accommodate these
longer-stays. Ports need to be highly
efficient to manage these peaks in activity.
They place a demand on port-centric
logistics and hinterland transport links.
These need to perform to a high standard
to avoid bottlenecks and congestion.

We are halfway through 2016. In your
opinion, how would the maritime
industry perform by the end of the
year?
In recent weeks, we have seen a flurry
of merger/takeover moves amongst
major carriers as well a rationalisation of
consortiums that reduces the number of
major worldwide consortiums from four to
three.
Over time, this concentration will mean
that carriers will start to get a better grip
on the supply of container capacity, which
should lead to a more consistent and
remunerative profile for carriers which
for many years have not been earning an
adequate return on capital. 2016 will be
a very difficult year for many carriers, but
assuming no major upsets in world trade,
the industry should see a more positive
outlook as the impact of consolidation kick
in over the next two years.
Mindful of these challenges, Peel Ports is
highly focused on providing a value-added
service that really helps our customers’
work more efficiently, operate smarter and
offer a more sustainable route to market.
For example, with our new deep-water
container terminal Liverpool2, we enable
shippers to get closer to the heart of the
UK and deliver ocean freight to their end
destinations, cutting costs, congestion
and carbon emissions.
Shippers and shipping lines are increasingly
buying-in to this proposition. In fact, in the
first quarter of 2016, we announced three
new or expanded services to Liverpool,
namely Maersk Group’s intra-European
arm Seago, MSC-owned WEC Lines
and X-press. This reflects the growing
recognition among carriers of the benefits
of shipping closer to market via the northwest, as cargo owners continue to look for
ways to improve efficiency in their supply
chain.

In your 30 years of experience, is
the maritime industry attracting the
right talent it needs? How should the
industry attract today’s generation to
join its ranks?
Asia will remain a key growth engine
for the world’s maritime industry in the
coming years. However, talent shortage
is a key challenge for the industry, even in
Singapore.
In Asia, the industry is looking to both public
and private sectors to develop initiatives to
attract, train and retain talent. Singapore,
for example, has established scholarship
programmes, internship initiatives and
university courses to encourage young
talent to join the industry. Earlier this year,
the Singapore government launched a
new S$1.2m Tripartite Engineering Training
Award (TETA) Programme, aiming to
address the shortage of marine engineers
in the industry and gather feedback from
shipping companies.
In your opinion, will the shipping
industry continue to prevail in 2050?
Is there any possibility of the industry
being obsolete in the future?
Far from becoming obsolete, technological
innovation continues to help ports
and ships stay relevant, by increasing
their efficiency and environmental
sustainability. The constant drive for better
propeller performance and high-tech
coatings, as well as friction-reducing air
cushions is helping to reduce carbon and
sulphur emissions. All of these advanced
innovations are pushing the maritime
industry towards a greener and more
environmentally friendly future.
300 years ago, Liverpool helped to usher
in a new era of international shipping
and trade, with the creation of the first
commercial wet dock, an innovation that
saw the city become one of the world’s
leading ports.
To remain at the forefront of the shipping
industry, the Port of Liverpool will see
an expansion in its capabilities through
the opening of its new £300m container
terminal, Liverpool2. The redevelopment
will introduce leading-edge technology
and infrastructure to keep the port fit for
companies and their supply chain needs
for decades to come.
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Impact on Talent Strategy,
Post M&A
by Dave Chew, Team Manager, TBC HR Consulting (S) Pte Ltd

Post-merger supply chain integration:
Tackling the merger mania
Dan Dalton, a professor at Indiana
University’s Kelley School of Business,
reasons it out on why companies across
the globe have been pursuing mergers and
acquisition with keen business acumen in
the recent past.

H

ow will the combined supply chains look like and what will be the impact of M&A
on talent strategy? This article discusses in detail the talent crisis in Asia Pacific and
the eroding vessel of SCM. A perception problem continues to remain in regards
to roles and contributions of employees in the realm of manufacturing and supply chain,
which makes their efforts towards profitable business outcomes, go unnoticed.
How can supply chain teams work in collaboration to maximise profits and be business
growth enablers during M&A?
Moving to the challenges of shoring up a supply chain talent base, the Deloitte’s report
titled ‘Supply Chain Talent of the Future’ states, “In times of change, when experimentation
tends to be rampant and results are still far from conclusive, one source of guidance
can be to look at the companies who are succeeding, and discover what they are doing
differently.”
The survey by Deloitte further reveals little adoption of leading talent practices by supply
chain organisations. An organisation that wishes for better talent should probably invest in
better talent management.
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Professor Dalton says that, “Companies
have gone on an acquisition binge because
record profits and soaring stock prices
have left them more liquid than at any time
in the recent past, and there are only three
things they can do with the cash: save it (an
option that executives favour but investors
frown on); pay it out to shareholders in the
form of dividends (which investors like but
executives don’t); or use it to grow the
business by acquiring another company
(which, if it works, makes both executives
and investors happy).”
Why M&A’s generally do not work?
“Anywhere from 65 per cent to 80 per
cent of M&As never deliver a real return
on investment,” according to Stephen
Kaufman, a senior lecturer at Harvard
Business School. “They end up destroying
shareholder value rather than enhancing
it.”
Another major problem area concerning
M&A is integration of supply chain
operations of two companies. This is a
time-consuming exercise, which makes
the companies into the deal rethink if they
made the right decision to acquire in the
first place.

“Indecision is the worst and most corrosive
chemical in a merger,” adds Mr Kaufman.
“Each minute spent trying to decide the
best way to integrate is a minute spent
paying for things that are not generating
value. That’s why, it is better to be 100 per
cent fast and 70 per cent right, than 70 per
cent fast and 100 per cent right.”
Talent management during and post
M&A
It is important for companies to do
a cultural analysis prior to M&A, to
understand talent management practices,
strategise initiatives, create synergies and
facilitate better integration between two
companies post acquisition.
Also, companies should ensure clear,
crisp and consistent communication
with the workforce during, prior and post
acquisition such as to retain key talent
within the organisation, rebuild their trust
and confidence with the new management
post merger.
Selection of right leaders to bring about
synergies in workings of the team post
acquisition is critical for business growth.
Every
M&A
includes
combination
of products, technologies, services,
operations, customer bases, and costreduction and so on. What goes overlooked
is the cultural implications on talent,
leadership behaviour, talent succession
pipeline, change of management at the
helm impacting employee motivation
during the transition period.
Strategic interventions by HR professionals
help reduce the impact of mergers on
employee performance, productivity,
business profits and talent retention goals.
Since the M&A transition period is marked
by change, concern and uncertainty, it is
important for business leaders to resist
change and not get anxious with all the
negativity and ambiguity that surrounds.
These times can be challenging for
business leaders, and this is when
effective leadership skills have a role to
play.
The workforce has to be brought to a
single consensus by conveying accurate
business plans post merger through clear
communication channels and internal
social networking platforms. The internal
chaos and unrest among employees
should be put to rest, such as to not
allow any false rumours or gossips to be
circulated.
It is important to win employee confidence
and convince them as a matter of fact that
these disturbing events will not create any

disruptions on the work front nor lead to
uncalled layoffs. This thoughtful move of
M&A is made taking into consideration the
growth of employees, business goals and
maximising profits.
Stay closer to your team and be readily
available for clarification of doubts, this
will help them stay focused on their goals
and priorities. Change is stressful and
these can bring out the best and worst
in people. Purposeful leadership with
genuine intents for company’s good is the
key to successful M&A.
Talent strategy: Role of HRM
To achieve an effective talent strategy and
accomplish objective-decision making, the
role of HR managers cannot be seconded.
HR managers act as an intermediary link
between the company and the employees
to resolve issues and conflicts arising out
of change in management.
While uncertainty hovers on top of the
minds of every employee and productivity
suffers during transition, it is important for
HR managers to act quickly and respond
to situations with a calm mind and realistic
approach. Here is few reality takes that
every employee should be prepared to
confront during and post M&A:
1.		Things will change, and sometimes
at an accelerated pace. What’s more
important during these times is to cope
with the pressures of change and know
that this is inevitable. Reduction of
workforce, labour compensation plans,
layoff or new job creations are bound
to happen which will leave employees
with a great sense of disorientation.

4.		 Do not assume that cultural integration
post M&A is certain and will eventually
happen over time. This never works in
itself. HR professionals should conduct
cultural analysis and talent study,
to understand employee mindsets,
preferences
and
considerations
beforehand. Some degree of friction
during acquisition is to be expected and
unavoidable in most cases, however
you can be prepared to foresee the
areas wherein differentiators could
come up.
5.		 Companies are required to fully engage
with their staffers during the shift and
ensure clear lines of communication are
consistently maintained. Transparency
should be followed to reduce the
impact of mergers on talent through
straightforward procedures, integrity
and efficiency.
6.		There is an increasing disconnect
in collaboration between the HR
managers and supply chain. “While it
may be very difficult for supply chain
leaders to get more mindshare from
HR without a greater sense of urgency
on others’ parts that a problem exists.
Certainly, talent practices can be
improved with a greater sense of joint
ownership and greater agility on HR’s
part to keep pace with the supply
chain’s changing needs.”

2.		The role of middle management and
front-line managers is on whom the
success of an organisation is largely
dependent. Assessing the potential
of senior managers and winning
their confidence votes through clear
boardroom discussions will help the
organisation to smoothly transition
through the M&A phase.
3.		Critical needs of the workers union
and councils should be recognised
and gradually met in order to seek
adequate support and understanding
during the course of mergers. Effective
negotiation skills of managers always
come to organisational rescue, to help
resolve issues both at interpersonal
level and on professional fronts.
However, if a deadlock end is reached,
and discontentment surfaces from few
employees, it is always advisable to
come up with a dignified exit strategy
in place.

About the Author
Dave Chew, Team Manager at TBC HR
Consulting (S) Pte Ltd, with 12 years of
experience in the recruitment industry,
oversees the whole business process.
He also leads a team of consultants who
handles various recruitment solutions
such as Temp & Contracts and Executive
Search.
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Delivering on the Vast
Potential of Personalised Medicine
by Richard W. Smith, Vice President of Global Trade Services, FedEx Express

P

atients in the 21st century have
joined an increasingly visible group
of “empowered consumers”. These
consumers are tech-savvy, informed,
hands-on, global and, increasingly, in
control of when, where and how they are
treated.
Personalised medicine is the exciting result
of these empowered patients seeking
higher standards of care and the rapid
adoption of new techniques in genomic
and proteomic science. Defined as “the
right treatment for the right person at the
right time”, personalised medicine takes
into account patients’ genetic profiles
and predictive reactions to treatments,
which, driven by clinical trials, dramatically
increases the efficacy of treatments and
ultimately improves patient outcomes.
Treatments of critical illnesses such as
Alzheimer’s have today transformed into
a participatory process. People fearing
they are at risk of inheriting Alzheimer’s
no longer content themselves with
awaiting what might or might not come.
With information once only accessible to
healthcare professionals, these people,
now on their own initiative, request for
advanced screening techniques and
experimental treatments.
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Opportunities
healthcare

within

and

beyond

Personalised medicine not only presents
a huge opportunity for the medical world,
it also opens doors for industries not
traditionally associated with healthcare.
Fast becoming a lucrative industry, the
global personalised medicine market is
forecasted to reach US$2.4tr through
2022 at a compound annual growth rate
(CAGR) of 11.8 per cent – more than
double the projected 5.2 per cent annual
growth for the overall healthcare sector.
In Asia Pacific alone, a large population
base, high market penetration and global
collaboration will lead to a whopping 13
per cent growth through 2022.
Since the nature of personalised medicine
is highly complex, in order to realise this
potential, the healthcare sector must look
beyond its borders and rely on cross-sector
collaboration. Driving further innovation
and greater efficiency will require the skills
and resources of the entire ecosystem,
from regulators to manufacturers to
suppliers. Swiftly moving a biomarker
produced in the US to a patient in Asia
Pacific for a much-needed screening for
cancer, for example, would otherwise be
impossible.
The logistics industry, therefore, emerges
as an important stakeholder. Its expertise
in managing complex supply chains is
key for the healthcare sector to adapt
to new market realities and harness the
opportunities caused by this disruption.

Supply chain enables greater
possibilities
Reducing costs
Personalised medicine can be expensive.
Regulators’ demands for rigorous clinical
studies, along with the need for diagnostic
tests to track a treatment’s efficacy,
impose immense development costs,
which impact margins for healthcare
players and affordability for patients.
One area that can ease these cost
pressures is the supply chain, which
currently represents nearly 25 per cent
of pharma costs and more than 40 per
cent of medical device costs. Even
minor efficiency gains from shortened
manufacturing lead times and slashed
inventory levels could free up billions of
dollars for the industry.
In the pharma industry today, the
replenishment lead time from plant to
distribution centre is still 75 days on average.
Agile supply management processes will
ensure shorter replenishment lead times,
thereby avoiding critical stockouts.
Maintaining shipment integrity
Guaranteeing the integrity of personalised
medicine shipments is as important as it is
challenging. Take, for instance, autologous
cell therapy products, which are
developed from the patient’s own cells.
Since the products are fully personalised,
any damage during the shipping process,
however minor, could be life-endangering.
Logistics providers have developed
solutions to address such risks. One
example is SenseAware® powered by
FedEx, which provides near real-time
visibility into a shipment’s location,
temperature,
humidity,
barometric
pressure and a range of other in-transit
variables. This allows for a quick response
when issues arise.
Controlling temperatures
Biologics, a key component of personalised
medicine, require reliable cold chain
logistics to maintain its quality throughout
its entire journey. This reliability becomes
even more important as the healthcare
sector looks to emerging markets, where
warm climates and large distances add
to the existing challenges. Consequently,
healthcare cold chain logistics in Asia
Pacific is forecasted to see double-digit
growth through 2020.

Cadence
Pharmaceuticals,
Inc.,
a
biopharmaceutical company, is one of
the many that benefit from cold chain
logistics. They managed to expedite a
massive 106-pallet shipment of their
acetaminophen injection from Anagni,
Italy to Memphis, US using our integrated
air-and-ground cold chain solutions, which
include a Boeing 777 freighter equipped
with controlled room temperature (CRT),
thermal blankets as well as customs
clearance support. The result? They
successfully captured the overwhelming
demand for their product through an
improved response time – at a decreased
cost.
As patients become increasingly informed
and empowered, the challenges are
mounting for personalised medicine
and the supply chains that serve as their
lifelines. In order to bring to fruition the
vast potential of this fast-emerging sector,
healthcare players must work in harmony
with their industry peers, governments
and logistics providers. The benefits will
be seen not just in the bottom lines of
businesses and more groundbreaking
innovations, but critically, in the well-being
of millions of patients.

About the Author
As Vice President of Global Trade Services,
Richard W. Smith leads all US-based
international operations for FedEx Express.
He is responsible for ensuring global
regulatory
compliance,
providing
customers with regulatory assistance,
measuring and improving global clearance
performance, providing planning and
engineering support, developing and
implementing US International line haul
solutions, maximising US export freight
profitability and designing and executing
specialised services for the life sciences
industry and other target verticals.
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Boosting Supply Chain
Performance in ASEAN
by Max Ward, CEO & co-Founder, Open Port

L

ast year saw the birth of the ASEAN
Economic Community (AEC), which
aims to create a single market among
the 10 ASEAN member states, a region
with 600 million people and a total GDP of
about $2.4tr. By 2050, the ASEAN region
could become the fourth largest economy
in the world.
But this projected growth will require
the development of world-class supply
chain and logistics networks. In 2014, the
World Bank stated that the Philippines,
Indonesia, Thailand, Cambodia, and Laos
had scored an average of 2.9 out of 5 in
its Logistics Performance Index. The index
measures the efficiency of the customs
clearance process, the quality of logistics
services, and ability to track and trace
consignments.
Together, these countries represent
more than 50 per cent of the AEC. The
World Bank report also identified deeper
problems. In its report, it stated that it is
cheaper to ship from China to Singapore,
than to send goods from Jakarta to Papua
in Indonesia. Better logistics connectivity,
not only just within states but between
countries in ASEAN, will boost the region’s
value chain and economy.
This is not an easy task. There are in fact
a number of deep seated problems on
the horizon for the logistics and supply
chain industry that could hinder the future
growth of AEC.
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Poor infrastructure
The largest economy in the AEC,
Indonesia, spends 26 per cent of its GDP
on logistics, one of the highest rates of
spending on logistics per capita in the
world. There are major commodity price
gaps between provinces in Indonesia, and
major logistics inefficiencies that hamper
economic development and connectivity.
Likewise, Thailand, despite offering easy
access to Cambodia, Vietnam and Laos,
still spends almost 20 per cent of its GDP
on logistics.
Limited facilities at the ports make
congestion worse, but the bigger challenge
is the total cost of getting products from
manufacturers to consumers, and how
land transport actually takes up more time
than processing in the ports. Inadequate
rural roads cause long transport times,
roads are often closed and poor road
infrastructure can only be used by small
vehicles with high operating costs.

the challenges, but also to formulate
end-to-end policies that can improve the
logistics industry.
New policies should focus on improving
talent capabilities in supply chain,
especially in terms of warehouse and
transportation personnel. Globally, a
Deloitte recent survey of 400 executives
of multinational companies find that 71
per cent of them suggest that it is difficult
to find senior leaders for their companies’
supply chain.
Standardised policies on talent and a
range of other factors, including shipping
patterns, near-shoring and quality control,
will drive trade volumes and economic
growth. The government of Thailand has
started to implement 30 projects that
aim to boost a better industrial logistics
performance including training 7,500
supply chain professionals at over 500
business operators.

Solving supply chain problems in ASEAN
will not happen overnight, but the
challenges can be addressed. Both private
and public stakeholders in the sector
need to be agile and ready to adopt the
solutions that are necessary to implement
sophisticated logistical requirements.
If the right decisions are taken, both
logistics providers and customers will
benefit from shorter transit times, more
reliable delivery, and enhanced security
to achieve scale and flexibility. In turn, this
will result in benefits for the economies
and consumers of ASEAN.

How technology can help
Transport costs
In the logistics and supply chain sector,
transport is the centre of performance.
Transport determines the efficient
flow of products to meet customers’
requirements, encompassing all points
from the origin of raw materials, through
the manufacturing process, to delivery to
the final consumer.
But there are many companies that
do not think about integrated supply
chain management. For instance, many
companies still use containers only for
loading and unloading in ports, rather than
at the origin and destination of their cargo.
Highly fragmented supply and demand
for road transport services means that
truckers frequently return home empty,
which eats up costs and erodes margins.
In Indonesia, trucking accounts for 72 per
cent of transport costs, and yet trucks are
only full half the time.

This is where technology can play a role.
A fully integrated supply chain can simplify
complex operations. With technology, a
multinational furniture company in Jakarta
can have visibility over their goods being
delivered in Pakistan - in real time. It allows
logistics and supply chain managers to
monitor transport and logistics operators,
analyse the effectiveness of current
methods, and ultimately to make fast,
informed decisions to optimise the
company’s supply chain and improve KPIs
for sustainable growth.
Technology also enables companies to
meet local transporters directly, bypass
third party logistics providers, and
avail of neutral, transparent rates and
performance ratings, lowering costs
significantly. A shared platform further
allows transporters to maximise the return
on investment in their assets with greater
utilisation through backhaul.

Public Private Partnerships

The need for reform

About the Author

Governments need to rethink the way
logistics and supply chain companies
operate and how they are regulated.
Investing more on infrastructure will be an
important step forward, but this is just part
of the solution.

At a time of great change in the logistics
sector, governments have started to focus
on policy development and to invest in
revamping long neglected infrastructure.
But by itself, this will not help the ASEAN
countries to improve their game and boost
growth and competitiveness. In Indonesia,
Thailand and several other ASEAN states,
there is an urgent need to reform the
management of human resources and
adoption of new technologies to support
more efficient and effective supply chain
management.

Max Ward is the CEO and and co-Founder
of OpenPort, a mobile logistics solutions
company providing the first networked,
integrated and neutral platform for supply
chain management in emerging markets.

Effective cooperation between the state
and private sectors, in the form of Public
Private Partnerships, is a key element of
the way forward. Governments from each
of the AEC countries need to engage
private stakeholders not just to understand

Previously the Vice President of Business
Development APAC at Agility Logistics
and the Head of Consumer Retail Asia at
DHL, Max has over 10 years’ executive
business development experience with
leading logistics service providers in Asia,
solving board-level supply chain problems
for multi-nationals focused on the retail
and consumer goods industries.
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Supply Chains in a
Smart and Sharing World
by Chan Wai Leong, Partner, Eric Salmon & Partners

W

e live in a demanding world.
Businesses and governments
have to deliver products and
services to customers and citizens who
are discerning and vocal. With new
technologies and social trends, company
boards and public sector leaders have the
opportunity – and responsibility – to push
for meaningful supply chain innovations.
There is a fortunate
technologies such as:

confluence

of

• Mobile devices that are powerful (PC in
your palm) and voice-activated
• Wireless
(cellular/WiFi)
networks
allowing
broadband
Internet
everywhere
• Sensors that are cheap enough to
embed everywhere (Internet of Things)
• Location-awareness via GPS and base
stations (including those indoors)
• Digital maps enabling analytical
computations (travel time, optimal
route)
• Image and video processing to identify
objects, enabling augmented reality
• Storage and analysis of massive
amounts of data (Big Data, Analytics)
• Software that ‘sees’ patterns to predict
or prescribe (AI, Machine Learning)
• Drones, autonomous vehicles and
smart robotics with adjustable grips
• On-demand access to computing
capacity (cloud, opex, scalable)
• Rapid and frequent updates in software
applications (Agile, DevOps)
• Open-source software that is free to
download yet robust and advanced
• Many
organisations
use
these
capabilities to improve their supply
chains, seeking real-time visibility and
actionable insights to maximise sales
and margins.
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What does this mean for supply
chains?
Companies now know a lot about their
internal situations, both operational and
financial. They can see trends in Big Data
and they have granular information on
individual customers. Such ‘small data’ is
also vital to enable ‘mass customisation’.
Supply chains – or networks – include third
parties. Many companies have integrated
their suppliers and logistics partners. A
lot of backend work is often involved. As
can be expected, cloud solutions have
emerged to address this need. Data
uploads automatically into the cloud and
alerts go to smartphones of internal and
external parties. Silicon Valley has a realtime graphical supply chain dashboard at
Elementum – a fairly new company with
Dyson and Tesla as customers. GT Nexus
(though not new) is another cloud-based
company that assists in trade and logistics.
The world of supply chain management is
seeing a lot of exciting developments.
If bad weather is imminent, a smart
system can predict likely bottlenecks, alert
back-up players and prescribe alternative
routings – and order scarce materials
ahead of time.
If a product is to be painted red instead of
blue, it will ‘tell’ the robotic painter along
the assembly line to use the appropriate
paint – and update its painted status to all
who need to know.
If a machine is about to break down,
sensors will alert relevant parties – and
perhaps adjust operating conditions to
ensure it continues long enough until help
arrives.
If a replacement part is needed, it could be
taken securely from a supplier-managed
vending machine – or fabricated with a 3D
printer.
Increasing e-commerce means more
deliveries to homes. Postal companies
(or municipalities) could install secure
boxes that would dock with autonomous
vehicles to transfer letters and packages.
Consumers might wish to have options for
the final delivery, such as the office or at a
convenient location on the way home. In
an omni-channel world, retail outlets can
do e-commerce and stocks on shelves are
part of a single virtual warehouse.

A futuristic scenario might involve a solarpowered autonomous box-on-wheels
that is paired with its owner and trundles
silently alongside. At the office, it can
navigate to receive packages from another
autonomous robotic delivery vehicle. As
needed, it can be pulled along like a small
suitcase on wheels.
Increasingly, apart from smart supply
chains, there is a trend towards more
‘sharing’ – where assets and information
would be shared (in new ways) to create
value at the system level.
In smart (and safer) cities, there could
be greater involvement of independent
third parties. Uber and Airbnb are wellknown examples. Used right, and with
fair regulatory frameworks, this provides
win-win-win for platform, provider and
consumer.

If aware of their role in optimising supply
chains, consumers might be willing to
share demand data ahead of time to
maximise visibility. Lunch providers for
office workers could minimise waste if
they knew a day ahead exactly what to
make – and price accordingly.
Supply chains are unseen but critical – and
open to innovation. Commercial and public
policy leaders should ensure the function
is recognised and enough talented people
are going into that field. Tim Cook at Apple
is one case where the head of Operations
(encompassing Supply Chain) became
CEO. There should be more.

In Singapore, some bank customers can
withdraw cash at selected retail outlets
and use smartphones for non-cash online
transactions. Banks may not need to
buy ATMs, pay rental, replenish notes
and printer paper, and send teams to do
repairs.
Delivery companies could build an Ubertype platform to rope in individuals to
deliver appropriate packages. Companies
can be upfront with customers and allow
for opting in to get lower rates. Such
investments improve both capacity and
flexibility.
Global companies can do something
similar to get access to the numerous
logistics players that cover only specific
localities but might be very good where
they operate.
Companies should want to share details
of their supply chains. Consumers want
to know the origins of what they buy or
what they eat. Companies should have
QR codes on boxes to let consumers find
out who made the product or where the
food was from or what allergens might be
present.
GE is creating a digital universe where
every machine and component made and
sold is represented. If all customers agree
to share, GE can track the location of every
part, the operating history as well as the
condition of wear and tear. From learning
across all its customers, GE could provide
unique value to help customers use their
machines more profitably.

About the Author
Chan Wai Leong is a partner with Eric
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Southeast Asia Capitalising on
a Decade of Material
Handling Advancements
by Steven Hill, Managing Director, Southeast Asia, Crown Equipment

S

outheast Asia is rapidly becoming a manufacturing and logistics powerhouse. Companies establishing a presence in this region are
in the unique position of being able to embrace third and fourth generation concepts in warehouse and distribution centre design,
along with the technological advancements made in the last decade in the area of material handling equipment.

Companies operating in long-established and mature markets such as the US, Europe and Australia have seen a number of significant
advancements in warehouse design and lift truck technology. As the technology has evolved, they have had to reinvest in facilities and
equipment to maintain a competitive advantage.
However, companies either entering or
rapidly expanding in the Southeast Asia
region, are able to skip the early adoption
pain and jump right in with the latest in
design and technology.
During the last decade, the industry has
seen advancements in forklift design and
technology that have allowed operators
and businesses alike to optimise the way
they work. Leading companies across
Southeast Asia are capitalising on these
advancements.
The three greatest driving forces in these
advancements have been the desire
to optimise the vehicle’s mechanical
capabilities, the awareness of the benefits
of optimised ergonomics and the growing
need for more information surrounding
the vehicle’s operation. All three of these
factors have seen quantum leaps in terms
of total cost of ownership, operator
safety and performance and operational
efficiencies.
Below are some of the milestones
achieved over the last decade that have
helped forklifts move from what was seen
by many as a commodity, to what is now
seen as a critical element in optimising
warehouse performance in terms of both
efficiency and profitability.
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Mechanical optimisation
Mechanical advancement has not been
restricted to the areas of power and
strength, although these have been
significant.
Few in the industry would have envisaged
just a decade ago that a pantograph reach
truck would be equipped with a traction
control system designed to assist the
truck from slipping on wet, dusty or sealed
floors.
As an example, Crown OnTrac™ AntiSlip Traction Control uses the integrated
on-board control system to compare
the truck’s speed with the number of
revolutions per minute the drive tire is
turning to determine whether the truck
has lost traction.
By reducing tyre spin during acceleration
and preventing wheel lock-up during
braking, the system reduces slipping
and sliding. This decreases tyre wear,
increases efficiency, helps reduce the
risk of accidents and product damage,
and improves operator confidence in slick
conditions, such as refrigerated or freezer
applications.
Even something as fundamental as a
braking system has been optimised to the
point where AC motor torque, instead of
consumable brakes, are used to slow the
forklift’s motion. This design significantly
reduces the need to replace or adjust
consumable parts and also utilises the
momentum of the truck being slowed
down to create regenerative electricity to
“top up” the battery on-the-run.
Other advancements include “rack
height select” functions that allow preprogrammed heights to be set to enable
pallets to be put away quicker and safer
with more confidence and “auto tilt
levelling” to reduce pallet and product
damage and make loading and unloading
easier.
Ergonomic optimisation
Every day, truck operators work in
conditions that restrict workflow and
reduce productivity.
Constantly bracing for heavy impacts
caused by driving over dock ramps
or keeping their footing on vibrating
operator platforms – these are some of
the challenges that confront operators
working with conventional lift trucks.
The latest ergonomic advancements in
something as fundamental as seating
systems have reduced vibration by up

to 80 per cent. Floating suspension
systems have helped reduce symptoms,
such as operator fatigue and obviated
knee and back pain. And shock-absorbing
suspension, unheard of just a few years
ago, has helped to smooth out the effects
of uneven floors to the point where
operators no longer have to slow down
when crossing ramps, boards or sills.
In
modern
forklifts,
performance
parameters can be programmed for
drivers with different skill sets, or adjusted
for specific working conditions.
Seats now boast high-tech polymer
springs that allow for backwards flexibility,
channelling jolts and vibrations away from
the operator and into the shock-absorbing
seat. The polymer spring also provides
postural relief throughout a work shift.
The ergonomic advancements in the
design and construction of seat backrests,
hip pads and adjustable armrests and
footrests have also contributed to overall
operator comfort leading to improved
performance.

Technology, and the quest for knowledge,
is now at the forefront of so many aspects
of our industry, including operator safety,
fleet optimisation and environmental best
practices; and it will continue to drive us
through the decade to come.
The decade ahead
There is no doubt that leading companies
in our industry recognise the need to
improve operational efficiencies whilst
at the same time taking a leading role in
driving more environmentally sustainable
business and operation practices.
In looking back, there are vast
advancements throughout the industry
over the last decade, which has, without
a doubt, changed the face of material
handling forever. The industry can certainly
look forward to the future, where research
and development, design, mechanical
advancements
and
the
increased
adoption of technologies, will see further
optimisation in areas of safety, productivity
and environmental practices.

Knowledge optimisation
Microprocessors and other enabling
devices have advanced at speeds barely
imaginable just a decade ago. Tens of
millions of lines of code now command
hundreds of millions of instructions per
second on processing devices developed
for cars, computers and handheld devices.
For warehouse managers striving to get
the most from their fleets and operators,
applications of these technologies are now
essential to the operation of a successful
business.
These latest technologies help companies
manage their fleets with unprecedented
customisation, resulting in a material
handling industry that benefits from
higher
performance,
productivity,
improved safety, greater operator comfort,
convenience and lowest total cost of
ownership.
Additionally, the sophistication of today’s
information management systems, such
as Crown InfoLink®, allow for the restriction
of unauthorised access to equipment,
safety checklist compliance, and the
detection and recording of impacts while
delivering a wealth of fleet operating data
through simple yet powerful management
interfaces.
There is also a rapid uptake of “Smart
Battery Charger” technology that allows
batteries to be opportunity charged at any
time.

About the Author
Steven Hill was appointed the Crown
Equipment Managing Director Southeast
Asia in December 2014 and is leading
the rapid expansion in Southeast Asia
accelerating the Crown Equipment branch
infrastructure roll out to keep up with
the fast growing customer demand for
Crown’s total MHE solution.
Having worked in the MHE industry for
over 30 years including Europe, Australia
and Asia an extensive knowledge of
what is important within the supply
chain and warehousing industry today,
and in the future has been developed
through delivering business productivity
improvements to both global and local
SME companies.
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Programme is supported by

OVERVIEW

YOUNG
LOGISTICS
LEADERSHIP
PROGRAMME
(YL2P)

The role of the young logistics and supply chain
executives is more important than ever given the
impact of the disruption caused by new technologies
and the importance that supply chain plays in driving
the success of modern organisations today.
Young logistics executives with leadership potential
will play a critical role in ultimately taking key positions
within their organisations—from internal capacities
and capabilities to external supply chain operations.
We need to ensure we are developing the right supply
chain leaders for the future—leaders who can deal
with a high level of complexity, understand different
markets (both developed and emerging) and can work
efficiently and effectively across multiple cultures and
with different nationalities.
The Young Logistics Leadership Programme (YL2P) is
designed to accelerate the development of talented
young logistics and supply chain professionals and
turning them into future leaders capable of meeting
the challenges facing the Operations, Supply Chain,
Manufacturing, Distribution and Retail organisations.

Course Fees

Singaporeans & PRs: $1,500 ($1,605 with GST)
Non Singaporeans: $3,000 ($3,210 with GST)
*Course fees inclusive of meals and all training materials

Training Dates
Executive Training:
25-26 August 2016

SCM Online Simulation/Leadership Dialogue:
5-7 October 2016

REGISTER
TODAY!
Email us at admin@supplychainasia.org

www.supplychainasia.org

The Programme

YL2P runs for 2 months, consisting of 3 major interactions that will allow candidates to build leadership and functional skills through
world-class training, intensive simulated game and coaching programme.
It is supported by a mentorship programme, with guaranteed face-to-face interaction with senior industry professionals.

Part 1 – Executive Training (2 days)
Topics covered include:
• SCM Trends and developments
• Operations Management
• Robotics and Automation
• Technology and Applications
• Big Data
• IoTs
• Supply Chain Finance
• Trade Compliance
• Supply Chain Risk Management & Security

Part 2 – Online SCM Simulated Game/Dialogue with SC Leaders (3 days)
• Supply Chain Simulated Game – The Fresh Connection (1.5 days)
• Personal Profile and Leadership Traits Analysis using DiSC* (0.5 days)
• Presentation & Leadership Roundtable Dialogue with Senior Supply Chain Leaders and Mentors (1 day)

*DiSC - DiSC is the leading personal assessment tool used by over 1 million people every year to improve work productivity, teamwork and communication. DiSC
is a personal assessment tool used to improve work productivity, teamwork and communication. DiSC is non-judgmental and helps people discuss their behavioral
differences.

Training Facilitators

Industry practitioners will be engaged to provide the face-to-face training and facilitation.

Mentors

Trainees can expect to interact with the following mentors during their course of study:
• Dr Robert Yap, Founding Chairman & CEO,YCH Group
• Mr Paul Bradley,Vice Chairman & CEO, Caprica International
• Mr Wayne Hunt, Managing Director, AsiaPac Executive Insights
• Mr Sundi Aiyer, Principal Consultant, Accenture
• Ms Joy Rice, Supply Chain Director, Diageo
• Ms Ingeborg Veeleturf, Regional Director, Kellogg
• Mr Paul Lim, Founder/President, Supply Chain Asia
• Mr Travis Wong, Director of Logistics, Baker Hughes
• Mr Roland Chong, Senior Director, Supply Chain Initiatives, Estee Lauder
• Mr Fausty David, Head, Global Demand Management, FCI
• Mr Steve Parry, Customer Service and Logistics Director Asia ANZ, GlaxoSmithKline
• Mr Koh Jin Kiat, Regional Director, Supply Chain & Operations, Harley-Davidson
• Mr Vijay Anand,Vice President, Travel, Transportation & Logistics Industries, IBM
• Mr Navinchandra Salin, Global Transportation and Logistics, Sr. Manager, Microsoft
• Mr Stephan Bietz,Vice President Planning and Logistics Asia Pacific, Robert Bosch (SEA) Pte Ltd
• Mr Hameed Ibrahim, Operations Manager, Logistics, Rolls Royce
• Mr Lucas Tan, Director, Business Development, Zuellig Pharma Specialty Solutions Group Pte Ltd

Profile of Trainees

We are looking for functional young logistics and supply chain executives with up to 5 years of working experience and
identified with leadership potential. Executives selected for the programme should have engaged in various roles and
responsibilities for supply chain management, manufacturing, operations, logistics, distribution, or procurement.
Trainees are expected to hold a minimum of Diploma certification or equivalent qualification.

SUPPLY CHAIN ASIA

FORUM
20
16

7 – 8 September 2016,

Grand Copthorne Waterfront Hotel
In partnership with

Green Freight Asia

ICLT 2016

Future Proof Your Supply Chain
Digital Data, Intelligent DC &
Last Mile Logistics Exhibition & Showcase

Registration is now open | www.supplychainasia.org
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About Supply Chain Asia Forum (SCAF)
Supply Chain Asia has been organising its annual conference since 2006. The annual Forum targets supply chain and logistics professionals
in Singapore and Asia, and generally attracts more than 500 delegates to its event. The Forum provides a platform for networking as well
as sharing of knowledge, trends and development impacting the industry.

About International Conference on Logistics & Transport (ICLT)
International Conference on Logistics & Transport (ICLT) is organised by the Centre for Logistics Research at Thammasat Business School,
Thammasat University and Excellence Centre in Logistics and Supply Chain Management, Chiang Mai University. The 2015 event was held
in Lyon, France hosted by Université Lumière Lyon 2, Lyon, France from 17th till 20th of November 2015. This major event for researchers
in transport, logistics, supply chain and value-chain management will be held in Lyon, France and has been chosen after successful
conferences in Thailand, New Zealand, Maldives, Japan and Malaysia. The conference’s best paper will be invited and considered for
publication in the International Journal of Physical Distribution and Logistics Management.

About Green Freight Asia (GFA)
Green Freight Asia (GFA) is an industry-led programme. GFA is incorporated in Singapore as a non-profit organisation. GFA is a memberdriven organisation mainly of shippers and carriers. Its key objective is to help lower fuel consumption across Asia Pacific sourced road
freight movements, reduce CO2 emissions from these movements and lower shipping costs across the entire supply chain.
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SCAF 2016 Event Programme
6 September 2016 (Tuesday)
1400-1700
1900-2100

Site Visit 1 : Supply Chain Innovation Lab Site Visit 2 : (TBC)
Welcome dinner (for overseas guests) (TBC)

7 September 2016 (Wednesday)
0800-0930
0930-1100

Registration Opens
Supply Chain Asia Opening Ceremony (Ballroom 2)
0930
Welcome Address by Mr Paul Lim, Founder/President, Supply Chain Asia
0940
Address by GFA – Mr Stephan Schablinski, Director
0950
Address by ICLT – Dr Ruth Banomyong, Associate Professor
1000
Industry Dialogue
• Prof Ruth Banomyong, Associate Professor, ICLT
• Mr Stephan Schablinski, Director GFA
• Mr Khoo Seng Thiam, Managing Director, FedEx
• Mr Lee Eng Keat, Director, Natural Resources & Logistics, EDB

1100-1130

Networking Break

1130-1230

The Ultimate Value Chain Experience by The Fresh Connection

1230-1330

Networking Lunch

1330-1730

Supply Chain Hackathon
(Ballroom 2)

1800-2000

Sponsored Tracks
(Kingfisher)

1330-1430 – Integration Point
1430-1530 – SSI Schaefer
1530-1630 – Swisslog
1630-1730 – Kewill

ICLT Conference
(Pelican & Oriole)

GFA Forum
(Canary)

Networking Cocktail Session (TBC)

8 September 2016 (Thursday)
Supply Chain Dialogue
(Ballroom 2)

Sponsored Tracks
(Kingfisher)

Conference & Presentation
(Pelican, Oriole & Canary)

0900-1030

Supply Chain Technology – Trends &
Developments

Available for booking

GFA Forum / ICLT Conference

1030-1100

Networking Break

1100-1230

Trade Compliance Challenges in Asia

JDA Solutions

GFA Forum / ICLT Conference

1230-1330

Networking Break

1330-1430

Supply Chain Security and Risk
Management

Available for booking

GFA Forum / ICLT Conference

1430-1500

Networking Lunch

1500-1700

Transforming the Future of Supply
Chains through Disruptive Innovation

Reserved by SCALA (by invite only)

GFA Forum / ICLT Conference

Conference Hall
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Exhibition Hall

Kingfisher Room

Pelican Room

Oriole Room

Canary Room

Non Member Ticket Price
Full-Access

Event-Only Access

One-Day Access

Cocktail Networking

Students Only

• Main conference
• Public exhibition
• Public & technical
tracks
• Lunch
• Networking cocktail
session on 7 Sept

• Main conference
• Public exhibition
• Public & technical
tracks
• Lunch

• Main conference
• Public exhibition
• Public & technical
tracks
• Lunch

• Open bar & snacks
• Private networking
session with industry
professionals
• Limited passes
available

• Main conference
• Public exhibition
• Public & technical
tracks
• Lunch

S$595

(aft GST: S$636.65)

Access either on 7th or 8th Sept

S$495

S$295

(aft GST: S$529.65)

(aft GST: S$315.65)

S$80

SCA Member Ticket Price
S$357

(aft GST: S$381.99)

S$297

S$177

(aft GST: S$317.79)

(aft GST: S$117.00)

S$75

(aft GST: S$85.60)

S$48

(aft GST: S$80.25)

40%off

(aft GST: S$51.36)

S$45

(aft GST: S$48.15)

Trade Visitor - Access for Free!
Public exhibition | Public tracks

Pre-registration is required.
Book your ticket now at http://supplychainasia.org/sca-events/sca-forum-2016/

Supply Chain Asia Forum Exhibition and Sponsorships Details
Exhibition Type

Details

Additional Benefits

Price

Sponsored Track
Session (8th Sept)

1 - 1.5hr technical track session
at Kingfisher

2 Delegate Passes (inclusive of access to
conference & lunch)

($2,140 w/GST)

Foyer Booth

2 panel backdrop (2m), Information counter,
fascia board, 2 chairs

One-year Corporate Lite Membership
(inclusive of 2 full-access passes)

$3,500

Ballroom Booth (9sqm)

Standard shell scheme, information counter,
fascia board, 2 chairs, basic lighting and a
power point

One-year Corporate Premier Membership
(inclusive of 5 full-access passes)

$5,000

FULLY BOOKED

$2,000

($3,745 w/GST)

($5,350.00 w/GST)

Disclaimer: Supply Chain Asia reserves the right to change the information without prior notice.

To Register
Email: admin@supplychainasia.org
Online registration: http://supplychainasia.org/sca-events/sca-forum-2016/

Official Hotel
Special Hotel Rate for overseas guests @ Grand Copthorne Waterfront Hotel.
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Vertical Storage Lift LogiMat® –
Plug-and-Play, connect and go
The proven technology of the LogiMat storage lift combines all the important
functions of a powerful storage and picking system. The all-round complete
solution already offers numerous basic functions as standard and supports
unique additional functions. Thanks to its scalable design, the LogiMat can
be tailored perfectly to individual customer requirements and guarantees an
increase in warehouse efficiency.

www.ssi-schaefer.com/logimat

